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Greetings to all! As we wind down 
summer and head straight forward 

to fall I hope you have had time to spend 
with your family, friends and fellow fire 
service personnel. Many of  you hopefully 
had the opportunity to get away from your 
normal daily grind and squeeze in some 
much needed relaxation time. It is important 
you find time to step back and “recharge” 
yourself  every now and then. Your overall 
performance at work, behavior with friends 
and most importantly with family can 
certainly be enhanced if  you take the time to 
disconnect just a bit occasionally.

As fall approaches and summer departs we 
are reminded the annual Missouri State Fair 
has come and gone. For many the Fair is the 
last big event for the summer as the hectic 
schedules of  work, school, sports, farming 
and other family activities generally ramp up 
this time of  year. 

Hopefully you had the opportunity to either 
work at or visit the Missouri State Fair 
Fire Department. As always the staff that 
volunteers their time for one or more days 
of  service to the visitors of  the Fair did a 
fine job and represented the FFAM and the 
Missouri Fire Service very well. Thank you 
to everyone that participated.

This year marked the 60th anniversary 
of  the FFAM providing the fire and ems 
services to the Fair. Over those 60 years 
many things have changed and those 
representing FFAM have done a great job in 
meeting the new challenges and continuing 
outstanding service to all visitors. I am sure 
many changes will take place in the years 
to come, but I have no doubt the dedicated 
members of  our Association will continue to 
adapt and make the Fairgrounds just a bit 
safer even if  only for eleven days each year. 

I had the pleasure of  attending the dinner 
held to reminisce about the past 60 years 
and what a treat it was to have some of  the 
“legacy” members of  the Missouri State 
Fair Volunteer Fire Department on hand to 
share stories about our early years. To look 
back at the meager beginnings and compare 

that to where we are and where we strive to 
be was a great opportunity. Thank you to 
the “legacy” members who took time out 
of  their schedules to attend and share your 
memories. For those who have served in the 
past, are currently serving and will serve in 
the future you should be proud of  what has 
been built and you have garnered the respect 
of  many. Keep up the great work!

I also was able to attend Governor’s, 
Legislators’ and Judge’s Day at the Missouri 
State Fair Volunteer Fire Department. We 
were visited by the Governor, Lt. Governor 
and several other elected state officials. This 
is always an important day as it gives them 
a firsthand look at the services we provide 
during the fair and provides an opportunity 
to discuss the various needs of  the Missouri 
fire service. If  you do not know your local 
senator or representative, take the time to 
reach out to them and introduce yourselves. 
These elected officials are there to serve the 
citizens just as we are each in the emer-
gency services to serve our citizens. Working 
together with these individuals to enhance 
what we do results in better service to all our 
citizens.

As we head in to fall, take the time to reach 
out to your local community and deliver 
a fire safety message concerning fall and 
winter fire risks. Work with your community 
members to help mitigate urban/wildland 
interface dangers and get the message out 
for home heating issues common in the 
upcoming winter. As a gentleman ingrained 
in the history of  the fire service, Ben 
Franklin is credited as saying, “An ounce of  
prevention is worth a pound of  cure.”

Speaking of  prevention, Fire Safety Week/
Month is coming up quickly. What a great 
opportunity to work with your area schools 
to get a positive fire safety message deliv-
ered. We generally focus on the youth when 
delivering our message as they seem to be 
a bit more receptive to the message. If  we 
can educate them now it will pay dividends 
when they become adults and have more 
opportunities to make potentially life altering 
decisions with their actions or inactions. 
Remember the poster contest administered 
by our Fire Prevention Committee. If  you 
are not familiar with the contest jump on 
our website and take a look.

It is never too early to start considering 
nominations for the awards presented by 

FFAM or to request educational financial 
assistance through our scholarship program. 
Nominations and applications are due 
February 28. Don’t put off the process and 
get your paperwork submitted on time. You 
can find more details on the FFAM website.

With our current economic conditions and 
supply chain issues I am sure most of  you 
have experienced delays in securing much 
needed PPE, supplies and equipment. 
Unfortunately, this is also a time when 
budgets are being trimmed and serious deci-
sions are being made about what can and 
cannot be purchased. During these times it 
is even more important for each of  us to be 
aware of  our own safety. 

Take care of  the PPE you have and make 
sure you are cleaning it regularly. Not only 
will this help extend the service life, I know 
this is debatable due to the “wear and tear” 
from washing, but more importantly it can 
help reduce your skin contact with carcino-
gens often trapped in what we wear. 

Remember to be frugal in your use of  
supplies and take care of  the equipment you 
have been provided. We have always heard 
that money doesn’t grow on trees, but if  
you look around new fire apparatus aren’t 
hanging from many branches either so be 
careful with what we have. Most city leaders 
and fire board members are much easier to 
work with when you can keep the spending 
under control, helping them to manage an 
often limited budget. Do your part to help 
your agency continue to prosper.

If  any of  the Board of  Directors can be of  
assistance to you, please never hesitate to 
make contact. As always……Be Safe!!

President’s Remarks

Larry Jennings

Preparing for Fall
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From the last article, several things have 
come and gone. I was privileged to 

attend the National State Fire Marshal 
Association conference. I always leave 
better than I went. Getting the opportu-
nity to network with State Fire Marshals 
from across the nation allows one to learn 
the trends, good or bad, that exist. Some 
examples include 3D printers, temporary 
spray booths, hydrogen mobile fueling 
stations, valet trash, Energy Storage Systems 
(ESS), battery storage/manufacturers, 
mobile food trucks, sleeping pods, and 
Wildland Urban Interface Code (WUIC). It 
is interesting to hear what goes on around 
our nation and what adds to our responsi-
bility as local fire responders. Staying abreast 
of  these new trends by attending related 
training will help you stay safe. 

You can thankfully attend many trainings 
due to the assistance of  your state legisla-
tors and Governor Parson who approved 
our budget. We are happy to announce you 
will receive over $600,000 a year for free 
firefighter training. Please attend a free class 
when you can!

As your State Fire Marshal, I have the honor 
to set on the FFAM Memorial/Museum 
Foundation Board. It has been an educational 
experience to say the least. Many moving 
parts throughout the year take place to assure 
you and your agency have a well-maintained 
state memorial site. Including a candlelight 
and Sunday morning memorial service 
for our loved ones. We all want fellow fire 
service brothers and sisters to be honored 
and respected for eternity. I appreciate the 
other board members who serve on the 
foundation, and the FFAM president and 
board for their support to keep one of  the 

Fire Marshal’s Update

Tim Bean

Greetings from the 13th Floor

best State Firefighters Memorials going. With 
that being said, we need your help financially. 
The memorial turned 20 years old this year. 
Several issues have arose that will be costly to 
replace and repair. I would like to see phase 
one of  the museum, getting electricity, water 
and restrooms constructed and completed 
before our next memorial service. With that 
being said, if  every fire department would 
donate $100 it would get us a long way on 
these items. I have my check made out, please 
join me as an individual or department and 
support your state firefighter’s memorial/
museum. Thank you.

It was decent weather and good crowds 
that attended the 2022 State Fair this 
year. Thank you to Chief  R.B. Brown, his 
command staff, and each firefighter who 
volunteered to provide a safe and pleasant 
experience for each fair-goer. Thank you to 
the FFAM for supporting the department 
and the Missouri State Fair Commission. 
Good job one and all!

On August 19th here on the thirteenth 
floor, a meeting was held, including 
virtual attendees with several fire chiefs, 
doctors, health department officials, IAFF, 
MOChiefs, and others, to begin grassroots 
discussions on how to find a way to assist our 
fire service financially when they come down 
with a “critical behavior/stress injury.” This 
is real and is happening all across our state. 
There will be more information coming on 
this very important topic. 

The federal government recently went live 
with the 988 number recently. If  you find 
yourself  in a mental crisis please use this 
number for immediate help. Our hope 
with this committee is that before long, an 

application will be available to download 
on your phone so that you can talk with a 
trained professional about your situation. 
Please reach out to me if  you ever need 
someone to listen! I care!

It is that time of  the year to remember 
and never forget our 343 brothers who 
fell on 9/11. There will be several stair 
climbs around our state that you could join 
to memorialize that event. Clayton Stair 
Climb is Sunday, September 11, located 
at the Enterprise Center in St. Louis. The 
Springfield Memorial 9/11 Stair Climb is on 
September 17th at MSU football stadium. 
September 17th is the 9/11 Tunnels to 
Towers 5/K Run/Walk here in Jefferson 
City at 8:00 a.m. We will be having our 
6th annual Missouri Memorial 9/11 Stair 
Climb on October 22, at 8:00 a.m. You can 
register to climb at www.mo911stairclimb.
org. Come join or donate. The money 
goes to Supporting Heroes and the FFAM 
memorial/museum foundation.

In closing, a friendly reminder that October 
2-9, is Light the Night. Throughout that week 
display red light bulbs on your porch or at 
your stations to honor those firefighters who 
have gone on before us. Thank you all for 
everything you do for the department and 
the citizens you serve. We have things we 
always can improve on, but you get a lot 
of  things right day in and day out! It is an 
honor to serve you! Stay safe.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS  MEETING MINUTES
August 7, 2022 • Sedalia, Missouri • Secretary/Treasurer Jaime Miller Draft • Final Approval at Next Meeting

President Larry Jennings called the 
meeting of  the Board of  Directors of  

the Fire Fighters Association of  Missouri to 
order at 10:00 a.m., Sunday, August 7, 2022, 
at the Missouri State Fair Fire Department 
in Sedalia, MO.The meeting began with the 
Pledge of  Allegiance.

ROLL CALL OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
AND OTHER OFFICIALS

OFFICERS
President Larry Jennings, Johnson County 
FPD; First Vice President Charlie Peel, 
Southeastern Randolph FPD; Secretary-
Treasurer Jaime Miller, Johnson County 
FPD #2.

DIRECTORS
District 1, Terry Wynne, Galt FPD; Greg 
Wright, Shelbina FD; District 3, Larry 
Jones, Madison West Monroe FPD; District 
5, Terry Plumb, Southern Stone FPD; 
District 6, Gary Berendzen, Cole County 
FPD; District 7, RB Brown, Union FPD; 
District 9, Kurt Wilbanks (V), West Plains 
FD; District 11, Billy Smith, North Central 
Carroll Co FPD; District 12, Rob Francis, 
Fruitland Area FPD; District 14, Rick 
Dozier, Southern FPD of  Holt County.

ASSISTANT DIRECTORS
District 3, Josh Loyd, Martinsburg Area 
FPD; District 4, Jonathan Evans (V), Lincoln 
FD; District 5, Dylan Honea, Southern 
Stone FPD; District 5, Shelby Honea, 
Southern Stone FPD; District 7, Andrew 
Caldwell, Boles FPD; District 10, Harriett 
Vaucher, Eureka FPD; District 11, Kris 
White, Mayview FPD.

OTHERS
Past President Ken Hoover, Little Dixie FPD.
 
GUESTS
Tim Bean, Eric Hartman, Missouri Division 
of  Fire Safety; Gail Hagans, David Hedrick, 
University of  Missouri Fire and Rescue 
Training Institute; Larry Eggen, Johnson 
County FPD; Keith Smith, Warrenton FPD; 
Chase Greeninges, Jake Stephens, Eureka 
FPD; Ed Daugherty, Chillicothe FD; Holden 
Peel, Northeast R-4 FPD; Brian Zinanni, 
Missouri Fire Service Funeral Assistance 
Team; Roy Pennington, Emma Smith, Pettis 
Co. Ambulance; Roger Meyers, Concordia 
FPD; Michael Fugate, Eastern Randolph 

FPD; Rick Johnson, Knob Noster FD; 
Elizabeth Althoff – Missouri Lagers.
 
*(V) denotes Virtual Attendance
 
AGENDA
President Jennings asked for additions to 
the agenda. Rick Dozer moved to accept 
the agenda as presented. Gary Berendzen 
seconded the motion and all approved.
 
MINUTES
No minutes were presented. The 2022 
convention minutes will be presented at the 
2023 convention.
 
FINANCIAL REPORT
President Jennings asked for a review of  the 
April – June 2022 financial report. Terry 
Wynne moved to accept the financial report 
presented. RB Brown seconded the motion 
and all approved. 

REPORT OF OFFICERS AND SPECIAL 
GUEST(S)
Gail Hagans with the University of  Missouri 
Fire and Rescue Training Institute reported 
a new fiscal year began July 1. They are in 
the second round of  interviews for a new 
director. The Missouri Emergency Services 
Instructor Conference will be held in 
November and the Fire Service Leadership 
Enhancement Program is being updated. 
More information will be out soon.

State Fire Marshal Tim Bean with the 
Missouri Division of  Fire Safety reported 
that they ended the year well financially. 
State certification testing has increased by 
more than 600. 

The worker’s compensation grant has been 
appropriated in the budget moving forward. 
There is CARES act money that has been 
allocated for public safety but no direction 
for the funds. They are working on a possible 
grant process. Emails will be sent when 
information becomes available. 

The Missouri Firefighters Memorial Stair 
Climb will be on October 22 in Jefferson 
City. All proceeds will go to Supporting 
Heroes.

Eric Hartman reported that fire department 
registration is at 94%. There are approximately 
50 departments unregistered. Departments can 

complete the process over the phone if  they are 
unable to complete it online.

45 departments have been approved for the 
$2k worker’s compensation grant. Contact 
him if  you are a non-taxed-based depart-
ment that would like to apply.

He and Fire Marshal Bean have been 
trying to attend as many county-level 
chief ’s meetings as possible. If  you have an 
upcoming meeting, let him know.

CORRESPONDENCE
Nothing reported.

OLD BUSINESS
RB Brown reported that the 14x20 building 
that will be used for temporary female 
housing has been purchased and installed. 
They are working with the state regarding 
the challenges of  the existing building and 
the possibility of  a new building. Funding is 
needed for a new building so talk with your 
local legislators and educate them on the 
facilities and future needs. 

NEW BUSINESS
President Jennings advised that the 
Legislative Committee is recommending 
the appointment of  Tim Frankenberg 
to the committee. Rick Dozier moved to 
appoint Tim Frankenberg to the Legislative 
Committee. Gary Berendzen seconded the 
motion and all approved.

President Jennings advised that Joe Jennings 
has resigned from the Awards Committee. 
He is recommending the appointment of  
Joe Vaughn as Chairman of  the Awards 
Committee. Greg Wright moved to appoint 
Joe Vaughn as Chairman of  the Awards 
Committee. Terry Plumb seconded the 
motion and all approved.

President Jennings advised that he is removing 
Charlie Peel as District 3 Assistant Director 
due to his appointment as the 1st Vice 
President. He is recommending the appoint-
ment of  Rob Erdel to District 3 Assistant 
Director. Greg Wright moved to appoint Rob 
Erdel as District 3 Assistant Director. Billy 
Smith 2nd the motion and all approved.

President Jennings advised that RB Brown 
will be removed as Chairman of  the 
Prevention Committee. He is recommending 
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Andrew Caldwell be appointed to the 
committee as the new chairman. 

Gary Berendzen moved to appoint Andrew 
Caldwell as Chairman of  the Prevention 
Committee. Terry Wynne seconded the 
motion and all approved.

Elizabeth Althoff with Missouri Lagers 
reported that they are in the informa-
tion-gathering stage to determine the need 
and desire for a volunteer retirement plan. 
Lagers will be emailing a survey in approxi-
mately four weeks to their participating fire 
protection districts. They are asking that this 
survey be distributed to all fire departments 
so they can gather as much information as 
possible. Lagers will then analyze the results 
of  the survey to determine if/how to move 
forward. They see a gap in volunteer benefits 
and want to help fill that gap. 

Myrrhanda Jones with The Fortitude 
Program presented information via Zoom 
on their partnership with IAFF and 
Advanced Recovery Systems for a residen-
tial treatment program for first responders. 
The center is located in Groveport, OH. 
They also have a 24/7 call center staffed 
by former first responders. The program is 
for substance abuse, PTSD, trauma, mental 
health, etc. The call center can be reached at 
844-754-0129 for anyone needing help.

Discussion was held on moving the October 
meeting due to a possible scheduling conflict 
with a MOPERC training on October 2 at 
the State Fair Fire Department. Rick Dozier 
moved to move the October board meeting 
to October 9. Terry Wynne seconded the 
motion and all approved.

Discussion was held on the No Cost 
Membership Program that was approved 
in 2021 with a review after one year. Larry 
Jones moved to proceed with the No Cost 
Membership Program for 2023. Gary 
Berendzen seconded the motion and all 
approved.

COMMITTEE REPORTS

AWARDS COMMITTEE
Charlie Peel reported that 50 departments 
applied for the department grant. 6 depart-
ments were awarded the grant.

BUDGET COMMITTEE
Charlie Peel advised that budget requests are 
due by September 15. They need to be line 
item budgets. 

BYLAWS COMMITTEE
No report given.

CHAPLAIN COMMITTEE
David Hedrick reported that the SEMA 
Missouri Disaster Chaplain Program 
deployed two Chaplains to the Amtrak 
train derailment in Mendon, MO on June 
27, 2022, who worked with the state and 
local responders. Currently, the team is on 
standby if  needed for a response to flooding 
in the state.

The National Fallen Fire Fighters 
Foundation will be moving the National 
Fallen Fire Fighters Weekend to May 2023. 
This year will be October 8-9, 2022, and 
next year will be May 6-7, 2023. After this, 
the memorial will continue to be held in 
May each year.

Federation of  Fire Chaplains’ founder and 
former Executive Director Ed Stauffer 
passed away June 25, 2022. Our thoughts 

and prayers go out to his family and 
the Federation. The Federation of  Fire 
Chaplains Annual Conference will be 
October 16-20, 2022, in Atlanta, Georgia. 
Pre-Conference training October 15-16, 
2022. More information is available on the 
FFC website at ffc.wildapricot.org.

The Missouri Fire Chaplains Corp Annual 
Conference and Training is scheduled for 
September 12-13, 2022. Rock Community 
FPD in Arnold, MO, will be hosting the 
training conference. More information 
should be sent out shortly. Scholarships to 
cover the conference fee are available for 
those in need. Contact Chaplain Ed Hatcher 
at 618-207-9487.

CONTEST COMMITTEE
Gary Berendzen reported that he is working 
with Hodges Trophies on the possibility of  
refacing the plaques that were purchased this 
year but not used. The contest and conven-
tion committees will be working together 
to decide if  they will continue to purchase 
trophies/plaques ahead of  time if  we don’t 
have teams participating. 
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CONVENTION COMMITTEE
Josh Loyd reported that the committee is 
working on guidelines and updates and will 
be meeting with the contest committee to 
eliminate redundancies.

There is no host department for 2023 so 
FFAM will be hosting. Discussion followed 
and the committee has received a recom-
mendation to host at the Oasis Hotel in 
Springfield with a date TBD. Rick Dozier 
moved that FFAM to host the 2023 conven-
tion at the Oasis Hotel in Springfield. 
Terry Wynne seconded the motion and all 
approved.

EDUCATION COMMITTEE
Kurt Wilbanks reported that no one 
accepted the Winter Fire School or Summer 
Fire School scholarships. The committee is 
discussing what to do with the remaining 
budgeted funds

FIRE PREVENTION COMMITTEE
Andrew Caldwell reported that four poster 
winners will be attending the fair this year. 
Fire Prevention Week is October 9-15, and 
the theme is Fire Won’t Wait, Plan Your Escape. 

LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE
Tim Bean reported that the legislative session 
is over. They are working on language 
change to incorporate more departments in 
the worker’s compensation grant.

The cancer pool is in place, and they are 
looking at a bill as well for funding those that 
can’t afford to buy into the pool. 

Reach out to Greg Brown if  there is a partic-
ular topic you would like to see addressed 
with the legislation.

MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE
Jaime Miller reported the following member-
ship counts: 521 Directors/Councilman; 
407 Retired; 15 Associate; 14 Sustaining; 29 
Corporate, 343 Fire Departments; 6295 Active; 
1 Educational Entity; 4 Educational Active; 112 
Juniors; 8 EMS Department, 156 EMS individ-
uals; 0 911 Entity; 0 911 individuals. 

NOMINATION COMMITTEE
No report given.

NVFC COMMITTEE
Keith Smith reported the fall meeting is in 
ten weeks. NVFC is focused on individual 
membership and grants. More information 
will be provided in the next magazine.

SCHOLARSHIP COMMITTEE
Larry Eggen reported four high school and 
one continuing education scholarship were 
awarded.

STATE FAIR COMMITTEE
RB Brown reported that equipment will 
be coming in this week and they will be 
in service beginning Wednesday at 18:00. 
Saturday will be the 60th-anniversary dinner 
for all past and present state fair firefighters.

WEBSITE COMMITTEE
No report was given.

MAGAZINE
Jaime Miller reported that the next 
magazine deadline will be August 24. 

HISTORIAN REPORT
Theresa Cox advised that she is still 
accepting donations for the museum.

FIRE FUNERAL TEAM REPORT
Brian Zinanni reported that the team has 
responded to 8 LODD and 21 non-LODD 
this year. There is proposed legislation 
declaring PTSD and suicide as LODD 
with federal presumptions. He is following 
this and will provide more information if  it 
becomes available. 

EMS FUNERAL TEAM REPORT
Greg Wright reported the team has had 
three call-outs since the last meeting. 1 
LODD and 2 non-LODD. The team partic-
ipated in laying a wreath at the tomb of  the 
unknown soldier on July 22. Indiana has 
requested assistance with setting up its team.

The annual conference is scheduled for 
October 14-16, 2022, at the lake and they 
will have a national honor guard academy. 

7th Annual Stephen Siller • Tunnel To Towers 5k Run/Walk

Saturday, September 17, 2022
Jefferson City • 8:30 A.M. Start/Finish  
at the South Steps of the State Capitol
Run or walk the streets of downtown Jefferson City with Missouri heroes, our 
First Responders, Veterans, and Active Military Service Men and Women. Many 
run/walk in their gear just as first responders did on the morning of 9/11/2001. 
Teams of 3 or more firefighters run in full turnout gear for the honor of winning 
the Fastest Firehouse traveling trophy. This is a family-friendly event, so bring 
out the entire family for a morning of remembrance.

Register at T2TRUN.org
Follow us on Facebook, Instagram, 
and Twitter @t2tjeffcity or email us at 
jeffersoncity@tunnel2towers.org for 
more information.
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FIRE WON’T WAIT. PLAN YOUR ESCAPE
As Fire Prevention Week™ approaches, 
the FFAM reminds residents that

“Fire won’t wait. Plan your escape.™”

FFAM is teaming up with the National 
Fire Protection Association® (NFPA®)—
to celebrate the 100th anniversary 
of Fire Prevention Week TM (FPW), 
October 9-15, 2022. This year’s FPW 
campaign, “Fire won’t wait. Plan your 
escape TM”, works to educate everyone 
about simple but important actions they 
can take to keep themselves and those 
around them safe from home fires. 

“Today’s homes burn faster than ever. 
You may have as little as two minutes 
(or even less time) to safely escape 
a home fire from the time the smoke 
alarm sounds. Your ability to get out 
of a home during a fire depends on 
early warning from smoke alarms 
and advance planning,” said Lorraine 
Carli, vice president of Outreach and 
Advocacy at NFPA. 

FFAM encourages all residents to 
embrace the 2022 Fire Prevention Week 
theme.

“It’s important for everyone to plan and 
practice a home fire escape. Everyone 
needs to be prepared in advance, so 
that they know what to do when the 
smoke alarm sounds. Given that every 
home is different, every home fire 
escape plan will also be different,” said 
(Your name, title). “Have a plan for 
everyone in the home. Children, older 

adults, and people 
with disabilities 
may need 
assistance to 
wake up and get 
out. Make sure 
that someone will 
help them!”

FFAM wants to share these key home 
fire escape planning tips:

• Make sure your plan meets the needs 
of all your family members, including 
those with sensory or physical 
disabilities.

• Smoke alarms should be installed 
inside every sleeping room, outside 
each separate sleeping area, and 
on every levelof your home. Smoke 
alarms should be interconnected so 
when one sounds, they all sound. 

• Know at least two ways out of every 
room, if possible. Make sure all doors 
and windows open easily.

• Have an outside meeting place a 
safe distance from your home where 
everyone should meet. 

• Practice your home fire drill at least 
twice a year with everyone in the 
household, including guests. Practice 
at least once during the day and at 
night.

The FFAM Fire Prevention Committee 
poster contest theme for 2023 is “Fire 
won’t wait. Plan your escape.” Poster 
contest rules and poster label can be 
found at www.ffam.org/committees/
fire-prevention/. Posters are due the 
Friday of the 2023 convention.

FOUNDATION REPORT
Keith Smith reported that a preliminary 
design has been done for the interior of  
the building. The architects are working 
pro-bono. The design is now going to a 
general contractor for a cost analysis.

The National Fallen Firefighters Foundation 
has moved their memorial services to May so 
Missouri will move their services to the fall 
moving forward so as not to conflict with the 
national service.

The company store is now available online 
to purchase memorial/museum merchan-
dise and they are working on designing a 
challenge coin. 

Ken Hoover asked that departments 
continue helping with raising funds to 
complete the interior of  the museum. It is 
close to being complete and is an honor to 
those who have served. 

Charlie Peel reported that the State Fair 
BBQ team will be competing in the Missouri 
Fire Service Charity BBA Smoke-Out in 
Columbia on September 17. Funds raised 
will be donated to the museum project. 

President Jennings adjourned the meeting at 
12:15 p.m.
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Today’s Fire Service has as part of  its 
strategy for dealing with fires and others 

emergency the concept of  early notification 
and quick response. This enables the fire 
department to quickly react thus enhancing 
the ability to save lives and protect property 
from fires and other emergencies. Many 
younger Firefighters may think this all 
started with the implementation of  the 911 
calling (dial) system in 1968, however, there 
is a rich history to the early development of  
fire alarms and quick notification.1

With a significant increase in enhanced 911 
capabilities in many communities today, an 
individual can quickly access emergency 
services through their cell phone and get a 
rapid response direct to their location. With 
most people being connected electronically 
through cell and internet technology, they 
have ready communications no matter their 
location. Gone are the days of  trying to find 
a working pay phone in a phone booth. With 
the advanced computer, cellular technology, 
and satellite GPS, the emergency tele-com-
municator or dispatcher can in most cases 
identify the caller, phone number, and the 
caller’s location through the enhanced 911 
computer programs. Dispatchers used to 
have to ask all these questions verbally as 
part of  taking the emergency call. These 
enhanced capabilities have speeded up 

the notification process and the accuracy 
of  locating the emergency event. But this 
capability took a long time to develop and 
can be traced back through history to the 
early beginning of  the fire alarm telegraph 
system. A few of  the older veteran fire-
fighters will recall the red fire alarm boxes 
that were stationed on most street corners in 
medium to large cities back in the day. 

This article will cover some of  the historic 
developments in fire alarm notification that 
led to early notification and quick response 
to fire alarms. This history also helps us 
understand how today’s fire departments 
dispatching and response is based on these 
historic procedures and established part of  
our fire service tradition. We will also learn 
the significant role the City of  St. Louis, 
MO, played in the beginning days of  the fire 
alarm telegraph system.

EARLY FIRE ALARMS  
AND CHANGING TIMES
In previous articles in this fire service history 
series, we have covered some of  the early 
methods of  fire alarm notification. In the 
Colonial days the alarm was spread from 
person to person by shouting FIRE, followed 
by “Throw out your buckets” alerted the citi-
zenry to a fire.2 Then came the fire watch, 
called “Prowlers”3, or “rattle watch”4 ringing 
hand bells, muffin bells, or using fire rattles. 
As time progressed some communities began 
using fixed bells in churches or government 
buildings as part of  the fire alarm notifica-
tion process.5 All these were initial efforts 
directed at alerting the nearest citizens and 
thus spreading the alarm to eventually 
alert the bucket brigade or fire society/
company to respond and fight the fire. 
However, this was not a very efficient 
means of  getting the alarm message to 
the fire service personnel and orga-
nizing a response especially as cities and 
communities began to grow and expand.

In History, the mid 1700s to 1800s is 
considered the time of  the “Industrial 
Revolution”. Beginning in Great Britain 
and spreading to America, this time period 
marks a “change from an agrarian and 
handicraft economy to one dominated by 
industry and machine manufacturing. 
These technological changes intro-
duced novel ways of  working and 
living and fundamentally trans-
formed society.”6 The development 

of  these new technologies led to new ways 
of  applying them to address old problems 
and improve life and safety. One of  these 
new technologies that would be adapted 
to improve fire protection was the electric 
telegraph. 

The “electromagnetic communication 
device” (telegraph) was invented by Samuel 
F. B. Morse in 1835, and used Morse 
Code “to represent letters and numbers” 
for sending messages.7 The public use of  
Morse’s telegraph system began in 1844.8 
This provided a novel new communication 
method well before the development of  the 
telephone. The telegraph provided almost 
instant electronic transmission of  messages 
via Morse Code, wherever telegraph wires 
were installed. The adaptation of  this 
communication method for transmitting fire 
alarms would have a far reaching impact on 
the fire service for over 100 years.

The first known use of  the telegraph to 
transmit notification of  a fire was in New 
York. In 1845, New York installed fire 
watch/bell towers in each of  the eight fire 
districts that covered the city.9 These bell 
towers were staffed by watchmen who would 
visually look for fires and sound the alarm by 
ringing the bell when a fire was spotted. To 
help firemen know which direction the fire 
was, the watchman would either lean out the 
window and point in the direction of  the fire 
or hang a flag during the day or lantern 
at night.10 Within a year, “the towers 
were connected by telegraph; fire service 
alarms further enhancing the capability 

of  the system to spread alarms faster 
and, concurrently, the response of  
firemen.”11 With the enhancement of  
the telegraph communications between 
watch towers, they could notify all 
the towers as to a fire and location. 
According to Paul Ditzel, in his book 

Fire Alarm, Charles Robinson in 1850 was 
the first person to transmit alarms in New 
York through the Morse telegraph system. 
Shortly thereafter firehouses were added 
to the telegraph system.12 Though these 
enhancements improved the discovery of  a 
fire and alerting of  firemen, it still required 
a watchmen or fireman to visually see a 

fire from a distance away and sound the 

EARLY AMERICAN FIRE ALARM SYSTEMS 
By David E. Hedrick, Fire Service Director (RET)

A Part of Fire Service History

Post 1906 Gamewell street call box with 
glass break to access handle to open door. 
Chief Kerley collection.

 Gamewell Street Call box, on 
reproduction post, with top mounted 
emergency light. Author’s collection. 
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alarm about a general location. This defi-
ciency allowed many fires to grow in size and 
scope before the alarm was sounded. There 
was still a need for a better quick acting 
alarm system.

KEY INDIVIDUALS IN THE HISTORY OF 
THE FIRE ALARM TELEGRAPH SYSTEM
Samuel Morse’s invention of  the “electro-
magnetic communication device” (telegraph) 
had initiated a new period in potential 
communications for the fire service, but it 
would need a visionary and some inventive 
people to bring forth a working fire alarm 
notification system. A number of  these 
individuals we will find were inter-related in 
their quest to bring this vision to success.

DR. WILLIAM CHANNING
Though Samuel Morse may have considered 
the transmission of  fire alarms as one of  
the possibilities for his new electromagnetic 
communications device, the person that is 
credited with envisioning this concept was 
Dr. William F, Channing. Dr. Channing 
was a medical physician receiving his 
degree from the University of  Pennsylvania. 
However, “he never practiced medicine 
perhaps distracted from his true passion 
electrical sciences and telegraphy.”13 Dr. 
Channing explained in a newspaper article 
in the Boston Daily Advertiser how a fire alarm 
system could be built and operate. His 
explanation included the “arrangement 
of  signals, fire alarm boxes, and a central 

station.”14 He was able to convince the 
government of  Boston to fund the building 
of  a system in 1851. Probably his greatest 
impact on the American fire alarm system 
came about from his lecture, The American 
Fire-Alarm Telegraph that he delivered at the 
Smithsonian Institute in March 1855. With 
his presentation being “reprinted in the Ninth 
Annual Report of  the Board of  the Smithsonian 
Institution, 1855, assured him even greater 
attention.”15 Dr. Channing conceived of  
his idea for the fire alarm telegraph system 
at the age of  nineteen, and his remarkable 
vision of  its importance made him “truly the 
Father of  the Fire Alarm Telegraph.”16 From 
the installation of  the first fire alarm system 
in Boston, Dr. Channing obtained a number 
of  patents sharing some with Moses Farmer, 
who we will review next.

An additional historical footnote is that 
present at Dr. Channing’s original lecture, 
besides many businessmen, was John 
Gamewell. Little did anyone realize that “the 
Gamewell name soon would become synon-
ymous, even generic, to police and fire alarm 
telegraphy.”17 More on Gamewell later.

MOSES FARMER
Working with Channing on the first city fire 
alarm system was Moses Gerrish Farmer. 
Farmer was an early pioneer in electrical 
engineering. In 1851, his work in the field 
lead to the important principal for “transmit-
ting the alarm from box to central station.”18 
The Boston City Council appointed him 

Post 1879 Gamewell street call box door 
requiring local resident key to unlock door 

to access pull hook for alarm transmit. 
Photo courtesy author.

Example of 1877 sign posted with street call box giving key location. * 
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to oversee the installation of  the first fire 
alarm system as the Superintendent of  
the system. After the success of  the Boston 
system, Dr. Channing and Farmer were 
issued a patent on May 19, 1857 for the 
first fire alarm system. They shared a patent 
on the fire alarm repeater.19 Farmer also 
received patents for a variety improvements 
in electro-magnetic alarm bells and galvanic 
batteries. According to Roncallo, in his book 
History of  the Fire Alarm and Police Telegraph, the 
first fire alarm system in the country would 
not have been a success, “had it not been for 
the genius of  Moses G. Farmer, as superin-
tendent of  construction, conferring with Dr. 
Channing.”20

JOHN GAMEWELL
John Nelson Gamewell was from Camden, 
South Carolina. He was the son of  a 
Methodist minister. When his father-in-law 
became ill he took over his job as the 
community’s postmaster and the agent in 
charge of  the local telegraph office.21 His 
trip to hear Dr. Channing’s lecture, covered 
previously, was perhaps inspired by his 
burgeoning hobby as an amateur telegra-
pher and now new job. 

Returning home from his Smithsonian trip, 
Gamewell sought funding assistance from 
his friend James Dunlap and “purchased 
the rights for fire alarm installations in the 
Southern and Western states for $10,000. In 
May 1959, Gamewell and Dunlap purchased 
the remaining rights for $27,000.”22 
But there is more to the story before 
Gamewell achieved success. Gamewell 

was a southerner and ended up serving 
in the Confederate Army during the Civil 
War. Because of  this, the U.S. Government 
confiscated his fire alarm patent rights and 
auctioned them off in May 1863. John F. 
Kennard acquired the patent rights for a 
reported $80.23 After the Civil War Kennard 
transferred most of  the patent rights back to 
Gamewell, and an 1865 patent agreement 
between Kennard and Company and John 
N. Gamewell and Company was reached for 
the sum of  one dollar.24 Eventually through 
buyouts and other acquisitions, and tran-
sitions, the company was reorganized and 
in 1879 became the Gamewell Fire Alarm 
Telegraph Company. A number of  other 
inventors would contribute to the success of  
Gamewell’s company along the way. John N. 
Gamewell died on July 19, 1896. According 
to Roncallo, in his book History of  the Fire 
Alarm and Police Telegraph, when Gamewell 
died, “more than ninety percent of  the 
alarm systems in service had his name on 
them.”25

MOSES CRANE
One of  the people that contributed to 
Gamewell’s success was Moses Griffin 
Crane. Crane had a natural mechanical 
ability and was a maker of  regulators and 
town clocks. He and his father Aaron Crane 
went to work for the Turret and Marine 
Clock Company in 1856 in Boston. The 
Turret Company and a number of  others 
produced fog and fire alarm bell striking 
machines under a patent held by Arron 
Crane. In 1868 Moses Crane patented his 
electro-mechanical gong. A year later he 

patented a non-interference Signal Box. 
Eventually most of  the Crane Company’s 
business was manufacturing components 
for Gamewell. And in 1875, Crane joined 
with “Gamewell in patenting a fire alarm 
repeater, which was of  major importance.”26 
For a while the two companies of  Crane 
and Gamewell were intermingled. In 1886, 
Crane sold out to Gamewell for $47,000, 
agreeing not to compete in fire and police 
telegraph systems for 10 years.”27 Five years 
later, in 1891, Crane went back in business 
with the Municipal Fire & Police Telegraph 
Company. He installed a fire alarm system 
in his hometown of  Newton. However, he 
found it difficult to compete with Gamewell, 
and “depressed by legal litigations…Crane 
died of  a self-inflicted gunshot” in 1898.28 
Because of  the importance of  his contri-
butions to the developments in fire alarm 
systems and the rarity of  the Municipal Fire 
& Police Telegraph Company boxes and 
components, these items are highly prized 
by museums and considered valuable fire 
service antiques.

JAMES GARDINER
Though there are several other people noted 
for helping develop and build the early fire 
alarm systems, we will mention one more 
here. James M. Gardiner was a clockmaker 
by trade and from St. Louis, MO. He was 
also brother-in-law to John Gamewell and 
started working with him in 1856. One can 
imagine his contribution to the development 
of  the clockwork like mechanisms of  the 
early fire alarm boxes. Gardiner was chosen 
to supervise the construction and installation 
of  the first Gamewell system in St. Louis (the 
third fire alarm system installed in the U.S.). 
Gardiner went on to become a principal 
in the Gamewell Company in 1869, and 
providing many improvements, including 
inventing a non-interfering mechanism.29

Now that we have examined some of  the 
key people in the development of  the fire 
alarm telegraph system, we will next review 
some of  the early systems and the influen-
tial changes and contributions during this 
important period in fire service history. 

DEVELOPMENTS IN THE EARLY FIRE 
ALARM TELEGRAPH SYSTEM
As previously mentioned, New York City 
was the first to use Morse’s telegraph to link 
communication between their fire watch/
bell towers. However, they had not yet gone 
a step further to develop the use of  citizen 
activated local fire alarm boxes. New York 
did continue to develop their own fire 

Inside Gamewell street call box showing hook 
pull and pointing to key hole for officer access 
to main box. Chief Kerley’s collection.

Interior Gamewell street call box  
pointing to telegraph key for officer use. 

Chief Kerley’s collection.
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alerting system, and in 1869 awarded a fire 
alarm telegraph box contract to Charles 
Chester, who had established a relation-
ship with Gamewell.30 Chester did develop 
several patents improving on components of  
the fire alarm system with Charles Robinson. 

As related previously, the first fire alarm tele-
graph box system was installed in Boston, MA 
being motivated by Dr, Channing and Moses 
Farmer. Boston’s fire alarm system “was put 
into service on April 28, 1852, at noon.”31 

The second city to install a fire alarm call 
box system was Philadelphia, PA. In 1854 
the city authorized a Special Committee to 
study the need for a fire alarm and police 
telegraph system. They visited New York 
with their telegraph and watch/bell tower 
system and Boston with the system being 
developed by Dr. Channing and Farmer. 
They chose the Boston concept but ended 
up using local contractors W.J. Phillips 
and J.H. Purdy to build the system after 
purchasing the rights from Dr. Channing 
and Farmer. They locally produced the 
components for their system that went in 
service in 1855.32

The third city in the United States to install 
a fire alarm box system was St. Louis, 
MO. The Board of  Aldermen voted to 
expend the funding for an alarm system 
in July 1856. Gamewell was chosen to 

install the system with the patent rights he 
had already purchased from Channing. 
Gamewell used his brother-in-law James 
Gardiner of  St. Louis to supervise the 
system installation. The fire alarm boxes 
went in service on February 22, 1858.33 
Though an early book on the history of  
the St. Louis Fire Department identifies 
them as the second city to try a fire alarm 
system, based on researched time lines they 
were the third. The historical significance 
though was that St. Louis was the first to 
utilize the Gamewell system which would 
become the most recognized fire alarm 
system in the U.S. Around 1900, St. Louis 
started casting the shell of  their alarm boxes 
themselves, but continued to use Gamewell 
works inside.34 In 1942 the St. Louis Fire 
Department was reorganized and with this 
they developed new response assignments. 
They instituted new “run cards” with a fifth 
alarm assignment.35

As we have learned, the first fire alarm 
telegraph box system was installed in Boston 
by Dr. Channing and Farmer. The first 
fire alarm telegraph boxes were accessed 
by opening the door to the street box and 
turning a hand operated crank. By turning 
the crank, a code wheel turned that had 
high points on it corresponding to the box 
number, these points moved a “hinged 
lever up and down against a spring tension, 
opening and closing the circuit by contacts 
at the lever’s end.”36 Thus transmitting an 
electromagnetic signal via telegraph wires 
to a central station that would operate a 
corresponding signal to the alarm center 
which would pull and release a bell clapper 
making an audible ring identifying the box. 
The first activation of  the system by a citizen 
occurred on “April 29, 1852. Unfortunately, 
the helpful citizen cranked too fast, such that 
the message could not be read, and the man 
had to run to the central signal office to alert 
them of  the fire in person.”37 The first alarm 
system was a work in progress and adapta-
tion were made to solve problems like this. 
A “reduction gear” was added that made it 
necessary to turn “the crank handle…several 
times to get the code wheel around once.”38 
Other issues were that the original hand 
crank boxes had to have the crank turned in 
a clockwise rotation to send a signal, and in 
the excitement of  a fire sometimes a person 
would turn it the wrong way. To prevent this 
boxes were retrofitted “with ratchet devices 
which prevented counter-clockwise turns.”39 
At first the simple operation of  turning in a 
fire alarm was confusing to the citizen. An 
early prototype box had a paper attached 

to the inside door of  the box that contained 
“more than 300 words” on how to operate 
the box.40 This would lead over time to the 
more simple method of  opening a hinged 
door and pulling down a hook one time 
to activate a spring driven, clockwork like 
controlled mechanism to transmit an alarm.

WHERE’S THE KEY, FALSE ALARMS, 
AND CHANGES
Early on in the concept of  using a fire alarm 
telegraph box system was the concern for 
the security of  the fire box and that it be 
used only by a responsible party to turn in a 
verified fire alarm. Basically a concern over 
false alarms, or vandalism. A variety of  ideas 
were conceived to address these perceived 
problems. These included “various steps 
such as keeping the keys in the houses or 
stores, giving out numbered keys, and using 
a trap lock.”41

When a locked fire alarm box was installed, 
keys were issued to a nearby responsible 
businessman or home owner. Also a number 
of  keys could be given out to influential 
citizens, or other public officials. On the fire 
alarm box there would be a list of  where 
a local key could be obtained. Or, in some 
cities “a conspicuous sign on the pole” where 

Indicator Box that shows actual numeric 
number of the street call box transmitting 

alarm. Note box number 1-1-1 in window, 
reset lever on left side of box, and gong bell 

at bottom. Chief Kerley’s collection.

Transmitter/Repeater box. 
Chief Kerley’s collection.
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the box was installed provided instructions 
on reporting a fire and where the key was 
located.42 In some communities the key 
holder was responsible for confirming the 
fire before activating the alarm. In other 
cases the boxes were installed with “a device 
which handcuffed the person turning in 
the alarm. Others developed small booths 
from which the person could not leave after 
sending an alarm. From handcuffs or booths, 
release came only when firemen arrived to 
free them.”43 All these methods deterred 
people from sending an alarm and defeated 
the quick alert and location advantages of  
utilizing a local fire alarm telegraph box 
system. Eventually most communities were 
to move to a simplified, accessible box. 
Because of  the locked box/key system a 
variety of  styles of  alarm box keys with 

varies engraved alarm identification tags can 
be found in antique stores or on the internet. 
These early authentic keys with verifiable 
provenance are highly unique and collectible 
antiques.

As can be seen the fire alarm telegraph 
system and components, especially the street 
boxes, changed over time as new improve-
ments came about and additional procedures 
adopted. Because of  these changes, street 
boxes were either retrofitted or completely 
changed out. The very early boxes are 
much harder to find and highly valued. 
Also, despite Gamewell having the majority 
of  the market, there were a substantial 
number of  other companies or communities 
manufacturing their own systems (despite 
patent restrictions) which adds to the variety 
of  styles of  fire alarm boxes. So there is a 
plethora of  various configurations, designs, 
and wording found on antique alarm boxes. 
Even Gamewell changed their identifying 
marks on boxes. Starting with a simple 
year date, Gamewell went to a tilted hand 
holding lightning bolts, to a straight hand 
with lightning bolts, to adding wording with 
the logo. Though it helps date Gamewell 
boxes, the number of  changes in them and 
others makes it difficult to properly cover 

in a short history article. There are some 
reference books listed near the end of  this 
article that can be used to assist the museum 
curator or serious collector in determining 
manufacturers, dates, and the rarity of  some 
boxes and equipment.

COMPONENTS AND OPERATION OF 
THE FIRE ALARM TELEGRAPH SYSTEM
One tends to think only of  the red fire 
alarm call box on the street corner when 
the vintage city fire alarm systems are 
mentioned, but to make the total system 
work there was a variety of  other compo-
nents depending on the design of  the system. 
In this section we will briefly cover some of  
the components of  a fire alarm system and 
their function.

STREET SIGNAL (CALL) BOXES
The street signal box is the starting point 
where the citizen can turn in the alarm for 
a fire, usually by the simple pull of  a lever. 
A vintage Gamewell catalog describes this 
alarm box as:

  street signal boxes are of  cast iron, cottage 
shaped, and contain clockwork, with 
spring or weight motors, so arranged as to 
operate a circuit-breaking wheel to open 

Various examples of fire alarm box keys. 
Chief Kerley’s collection.
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and close the electric circuit, in which the 
box is placed a definite number of  times 
at certain intervals, indicating its number 
upon the alarm-bells, gongs, and whistles 
and thereby indicating the exact location 
or number of  the box in action. All boxes 
are arranged to repeat the station number 
as often as may be required. Three rounds 
of  the box number are generally regarded 
as sufficient.44

Original street boxes were made of  cast 
iron and extremely heavy. This is one of  
the reasons that many times the exterior 
box was locally made for a city installation 
instead of  shipped from the factory. Around 
1926, Gamewell began die casting boxes out 
of  aluminum alloys, Gamewell’s new alloy 
boxes being called Herculite (aluminum 
silicate).45 Over the years the street boxes 
were changed and had a variety of  features, 
including various locks and door access.

STATION ALARM APPARATUS – BELL 
OR GONG
This term is used for the fire station alerting 
mechanism commonly called an alarm 
gong (bell). It is used to alert the firemen 
to a call by the striking the gong with the 
number sequence sent by the street signal 
box. Gamewell literature describes the alarm 
gong as “powerful enough to awaken men if  
asleep.”46

A vintage Gamewell catalog describes this 
component as:

  We term all our alarm apparatus elec-
tro-mechanical, for a very important and 
distinguishing feature of  it is that we require 
but a minimum amount of  battery power to 
control an unlimited amount of  mechanical 
force. Our Excelsior gong is made in five 
sizes, ranging from 6 inches to 18 inches. 
This gong is by far the most reliable and 
efficient signal gong for sounding a definite 
number of  blows ever produced.47

As seen the gong came in various sizes and 
was of  a flattened dome shape made of  a 
highly polished brass. The gong itself  usually 
protruded from an ornate wooden box that 
held the striker and actuator mechanism. 
Alarm gongs are highly valued for museum 
displays and by collectors. The item is 
especially prized if  it is still attached with the 
wooden case that would have hung on the 
fire house wall. 

PEN OR PUNCH REGISTERS 
Part of  the Central Office equipment, and 
sometimes in the fire station, were the regis-
ters which provided a visual indicator of  the 
number of  strikes (rings) of  the bell/gong 
that indicated the street call box number.48 
This was done on a spooled paper tape that 
ran through a register that marked the paper 
either using an ink stylus (pen) or perforated 
punch. The accounts seem to indicate that 
the pen registers were not as reliable and the 
more common over time became the punch 
register. If  the box was 131, the fire watch 
would see one punch a space, then three 
punches in a row, and then a space followed 
by one punch, for 1-3-1. A small take-up reel 
was used to wind up the punch tape to save 
as a record of  the alarm. If  the officer did not 
catch the ring sequence of  the alarm appa-
ratus (gong), they could simply look at the 
tape and interpret the punch sequence. An 
optional component that provided a similar 
resource to this was the visual indicator box.

Gamewell 1960s box showing door pull lever from inside and pull down hook that it activates. 
Author’s collection.

Reproduction example of a fire house alarm 
gong. Author’s collection. Fire alarm system punch register with feed and take up reel. Chief Kerley’s collection.
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The register, supply reel, and take up reel 
were usually mounted on a desk in the alarm 
or watch office. Collectors may find them 
mounted together on a single board for display. 

VISUAL INDICATOR
An option to the simple Alarm gong and or 
punch register was the visual indicator that 
could also incorporate a gong or vibrating 
bell. A vintage Gamewell catalog describes 
this component as:

  Visual Indicators automatically display 
in plain figures the numbers of  all boxes 
from which alarms are received. They are 
perfect and reliable in operation, and their 
use obviates the mistakes which are liable 
to occur by miscounting blows on bells or 
gongs.49

The visual indicator had number plates on 
a chain drive that rotated to bring up the 
correct number sequence to indicate the 
street call box number in numeric numbers. 
Again for example, box 1-3-1, the watch 
would hear the bell ring out the alarm 
and could look up and see in the indicator 
window the numbers 131. This fire alarm 
component was not as common and is 
harder to obtain by museums and collectors. 

MANUAL OR AUTOMATIC REPEATERS 
(TRANSMITTERS)
Repeaters were used at the central 
station where the street box signal would 
be received. The repeater was used to 
re-transmit the alarm to the initial and/or 
other fire stations depending how it was set 
up. Automatic repeaters were activated by 
the system and required no human inter-
vention, while manual systems required a 
dispatcher initiate the re-transmit of  the 
signal.50 Repeater system could be used to 
make sure the initial responding station 
heard the alarm, and/or alert other fire 
stations that a fire call was occurring and at 
what location. Depending on the protocols 
for the department this could send addi-
tional apparatus or move up equipment 
depending on what alarm sequence was 
transmitted. This was the beginnings of  
pre-planned or automatic dispatch.

WHISTLE-BLOWING MACHINES AND 
BELL STRIKERS
Gamewell also partnered with other compa-
nies and offered a number of  options to 
meet local needs or protocols. These could 
be hooked to the telegraph fire alarm system 
and actuated manually or automatically. 
These included whistle blowing machines or 

bell strikers to help sound the alarm to the 
community and/or volunteer fire depart-
ment. The bell strikers could be used on a 
dedicated fire bell or used in conjunction 
with an existing church or government 
building tower bell.51

OTHER EQUIPMENT AND OPTIONS
One must remember that the Fire Alarm 
Telegraph System was just that, a telegraph 
system and that required wires connecting 
all components. This involved installing 
wires throughout the coverage area and their 
connection through various loops or circuits. 
In 1877, the New York (Metropolitan) 
Fire Department headquarters had sixty-
five telegraph wires extending from the 
building “making a circuit of  over seven 
hundred miles within the limits of  the city, 
and connecting with the station houses, the 
alarm boxes, and the lookout towers.”52

A more advanced piece of  equipment of  
the Central Office was the Annunciator 
Board, “on which the operator, by pressing 
numbered buttons, throws into plain view 
the numbers of  the companies which have 
left their houses to attend the different 
alarms, and as fast as these companies are 
released from duty the Central Office is 
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notified by the signal code and the operator 
at once restores the corresponding annunci-
ator drop.”53

Other instruments at the central station 
could include galvanometers, power 
supplies, batteries, Wheatstone bridges and 
clocks.

Gamewell came up with and offered for 
sale many options that worked with the fire 
alarm telegraph system. One of  these more 
unique options was an electromechanical 
device to speed the response back in the day 
of  the fire horse. When the alarm came in 
the device was activated and “automatically 
caused the chains across the horse stalls to 
drop.”54 This allowed the trained fire horses 
to leave their stalls and gallop to position 
under the hanging quick hitch harnesses to 
be quickly hooked to the fire apparatus and 
respond. 

HOW A TYPICAL FIRE ALARM 
WORKED
In this section we will cover a composite 
general description of  the operation of  
a historic fire alarm telegraph system. 
Depending on the city, the time period, and 
the installation or retrofit of  the system, the 
activation and response may have varied. 
We greatly appreciate and acknowledge the 
contribution of  Fire Chief  (RET.) Darryl 
Kerley, from Oak Ridge and Seymour, 
Tennessee, in sharing his knowledge of  the 
historic fire alarm telegraph systems. Chief  
Kerley in his career has served in volunteer, 
municipal, and industrial fire departments, 
and has experience providing fire protection 
for a Manhattan Project Facility where the 
original Gamewell system was still in use. 
This intimate knowledge and additional 
historical research has provided him with a 
unique and knowledgeable perspective on 
fire alarm telegraph systems. 

Chief  Kerley relates the following historical 
account of  a typical activation and response 
to a fire alarm box call:

  The citizen would have gone to the corner 
pull box station and initiated the alarm 
by breaking the glass in the front door of  
the box to open the outside box door and 
pull down a hook lever. This would have 
activated a spring wound clockwork like 
mechanism that would send the alarm. 
This was done by the spring turning a key 
code wheel that breaks the circuit contacts 
on the wheel spaced to give the corre-
sponding box number.

  The signal would be sent over telegraph 
wires to a Central Office or receiving 
station (now days we would call it the 
alarm room). The circuit breaks occurring 
from the code wheel in the box would 
ring a gong to signal the box number or 
activate an indicator box (visual indicator 
with numbers that rotated to show the box 
number). 

  The Central Office could then resend 
the signal to the fire station or other fire 
stations to notify them of  the alarm using 
a manual repeater or retransmit device 
by selecting a matching code wheel to 
the original box and inserting it into the 
repeater and activating it to send the 
signal. Usually a city had the telegraph 
lines divided in a number of  “loops” so 
that if  one loop went down they still could 
send on the other loops. Also they could 
transmit messages based on one or more 
loops using the repeater. 

  The Central Office and each station 
would have a map, run cards, and/or 
information carried in an officer’s pocket 
notebook that gave the location of  the box 
and the corresponding station that was 
supposed to respond. Run cards also had 
preplanned assignments for additional 
alarms and any move ups of  companies 
recorded on them.

  The first arriving officer on the scene had 
a special key to the street call box that 
would provide access to the inside of  the 

call box to get to a telegraph key where he 
could signal their arrival and also request 
additional alarm assignments. Back at the 
Central Office they could adjust a switch 
on the repeater or transmit box which 
would set it for stations to notify them of  
second or multiple alarm assignments to 
the box location.

  After the fire was out or call completed, 
the fire officer would take his key and 
again access the inside of  the box to reset 
the box mechanism, manually rewind the 
code wheel spring, and then send a signal 
to the Central Office to clear the alarm 
(assignment complete and box reset). The 
Central Office watch would go to their 
indicator box and pull a lever to reset the 
number display on the indicator box and 
also manually rewind its spring. This is 
where we get the saying: “we’ve cleared 
the alarm” that is used today to say the 
crew has completed the assignment and 
returning to quarters. Back in the day they 
were literally clearing the alarm box for 
the next call.

  The Central office also had assigned shifts 
like the fire stations and each shift had 
someone assigned to oversee the battery 
bank on which the system would operate 
for the shift. Typically a two bank, Bank 
A and Bank B, battery system. The off 
line battery system would be charging 
while the on duty battery system would 
power the telegraph alarm system. An 
option to the visual indicator box was tape 

Central Office Fire Alarm battery panel. Photo courtesy Chief Kerley.
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register system (mentioned in previous 
section). A punch register would punch 
holes in a spooled paper tape in the 
sequence matching the box number. This 
enabled the alarm watch to read the box 
code location from the paper tape if  they 
missed the number of  gong strikes signal.55

HISTORICAL IMPORTANCE OF THE 
FIRE ALARM TELEGRAPH SYSTEM
Certainly the most critical importance of  the 
early fire alarm telegraph systems were in 
the lives and property saved by this new tool 
in the fire service. The actual contribution to 
society in lives and communities saved and 
allowed to prosper over the years is incalcu-
lable. Who knows the future contributions 
these peoples’ lives went on to enhance the 
success and quality of  life in America, as 
well as the world. Followed by this though is 
the contributions to fire service operations 
and procedures that have become part of  
our history and traditions. In this section we 
will examine some of  these contributions.

The term “Box Alarm” today usually 
means a one station assignment to a call, i.e. 
dispatch may say: “Engine 28, box alarm 
at 124 Maple Ave.” This originated from 

the fire alarm telegraph days when a station 
would be assigned to check out an alarm 
from a street call box.56

The concept of  the second, third, or further 
alarms comes from the fire alarm box 
days when the second group of  stations or 
apparatus that would be signaled to respond 
were written on the run card on the second 
line of  the card (being the second alarm), the 
third group the third line and so on. In the 
old days requesting a second alarm literally 
meant they were requesting the apparatus 
identified on the second line of  the run 
card.57 In the New York (Metropolitan) Fire 
Department in 1877, the officer requesting 
a second alarm would tap the telegraph key 
in the street call box “ten strokes and the 
number of  the box.”58 This would be their 
signal back to the Central Office requesting 
a second alarm.

As mentioned in the previous section, the 
term “Cleared the alarm” comes from the 
fire officer actually clearing the alarm box 
by resetting it after the assignment was 
completed. Some departments still use this 
term today for when they are clearing the 
scene returning to quarters.59

Though we don’t normally hear the term 
“run card” used much anymore, the 
concept of  the run card was the fore-runner 
to Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD). 

Example of a modern fire alarm pull station 
used in electronic system.
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A card was made up for each street call 
box number. On the card was the box 
street address (location) and the initial fire 
company (Engine) assigned to respond to 
that box. As mentioned above, the second 
line on the card had the second alarm 
assignments and so on. By instituting the 
run card, the fire department had already 
initiated the concept of  pre-planning their 
response assignments to each location in the 
city along with additional needs and moving 
up of  other companies. All the dispatcher 
had to do was pull the corresponding card 
and read the information to know what to 
send on the alarm. 

Another term that developed in the days of  
the street alarm boxes was “Joker”. Though 
I have heard this term used in several 
different contexts, it apparently is related 
to the fire alarm telegraph system. Back in 
1907 in his book Fire Fighters and Their Pets, 
NYFD Secretary Alfred Downes related 
that the fire house alarm bell was called 
the “joker”. He said that an old fireman 
had given the following explanation for the 
name, “the bell must be so called because, 
on very rare occasions, it missed a tap, and 
sent the men and the apparatus out on 
a fool’s errand. When the signal had not 
rung in properly the call was a joke on the 
company.”60 Additional research revealed 
that part or all of  the fire alarm system in 
some instances had the term “joker” applied. 
J.E. Peavey in a 1913 article wrote that:

  the term, “joker circuit” as applied to a 
certain class of  circuits used in the fire 
alarm system is a misnomer. The so-called 
joker circuits are a group of  highly 
important secondary circuits that connect 
the central fire tower with the local fire 

engine houses throughout the city, but are 
not electrically connected with the street 
alarm circuits. The joker circuits are for 
the use of  the central fire tower telegraph 
operator, to telegraph alarms to all the 
engine companies throughout the city. 
… each circuit contains a telegraph key, 
line relay, and sounder, and the necessary 
switches for grouping, or connecting, all of  
the circuits at the central fire tower.61

Chicago Fire Department’s list of  fire 
service terms defines “Joker Stand” as “the 
communications center of  an older Chicago 
firehouse which involved the telegraph key, 
speakers and phones.”62 It appears the origin 
of  the word “joker”, as it relates to the fire 
alarm telegraph system, is one of  those 
terms whose meaning is obscured in history.

A final bit of  trivia, but a significant item. 
There is no number zero in the numbering 
system of  the fire alarm street boxes. In other 
words the box numbers contain no zeroes, as 
there would be no box 10, because there is 
no way to signal a zero ring on a gong.

THE COMING CHANGE IN 
COMMUNICATIONS
In our discussions during research for 
this article, Chief  Kerley related that it is 
fascinating to think about all the intricate 
design and engineering that had to occur 
back in the 1800s to create and operate a 
working fire alarm telegraph system. In its 
time, the fire alarm telegraph system and 
the operational procedures that it spawned 
were cutting edge technology and tactics. It 
not only saved lives and property but laid the 
foundation for the future operations of  the 
fire service. However, over the years commu-
nications technology would change and at 
least partially surpass this innovative system.

With the general availability of  home and 
business telephones in the 1950s and 60s the 
use of  or need for a city’s fire alarm tele-
graph system to communicate fire alarms 
began to decline. With a readily available 
phone, the emergency could be called in 
direct from the residence or location of  the 
fire, along with getting additional informa-
tion on the emergency direct from the caller. 

In current times, the wide spread use of  
cell phones has replaced in many cases 
the use of  “landlines” and now provides 
an individual with direct communications 
from their personal carried communication 
devise. According to a 2018 Smithsonian 
article, “an estimated 240 million calls a year 

are made to 9-1-1. Upwards of  80% of  these 
calls now come from wireless devices.”63 In 
its time, the modern technology of  the fire 
alarm telegraph system has been surpassed 
by the newer and more convenient tech-
nology of  today. Though there are still some 
cities that maintain at least a portion of  
their original fire alarm telegraph system, 
to provide a redundant means of  receiving 
alarms, they are slowly phasing out this tech-
nology. Just as fire buckets and man-powered 
fire pumps were replaced by steamers and 
horses, they too would be replaced by 
motorized fire apparatus accompanying the 
technology change in transportation. And so 
too has fire alarm technology developed to 
meet a need, changed over time, and then 
transformed with modern communication 
methods. However, the fire alarm telegraph 
has left a lasting legacy in the fire service 
through the terminology and protocols we 
still base modern emergency dispatch and 
response on today. 

RESOURCES AND A WORD OF 
CAUTION
For the Museum Curator or Conservator, 
as well as the fire service buff or collector, 
there are a number of  resources that can be 
of  use in identifying the historical signif-
icance, manufacturers, and dates of  fire 
alarm telegraph components. Among these 
are two books: Fire Alarm, The Fascinating 
Story Behind The Red Box On The Corner, by 
Paul Ditzel, published in 1990; and History 
of  the Fire Alarm and Police Telegraph, by Paul 
C. Roncallo, published in a limited edition 
in 2005. Even these well researched works 
are not the complete definitive resource, 
but they do provide substantial documented 
history with corresponding photographs 
of  the various plethora of  fire alarm boxes 
and other components. Other artifacts held 
in museum collections and archives are 
original sales and technical literature from 
the various fire alarm companies that can 
assist the researcher in identifying compo-
nents of  fire alarm telegraph systems. The 
Smithsonian Institute in Washington DC 
and the National Fire Heritage Center in 
Emmitsburg, Maryland house significant 
historical fire service artifacts and histor-
ical archives in their collections, though 
somewhat limited in access to the researcher.

A word of  caution should be given to the 
fire museum conservator or collector of  
fire alarm system components. Once you 
have assembled a number of  components, 
it is only natural to see if  one can make the 
system work. It should be understood that 

Example of various components that look 
original, but did not actually historically exist.
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most original street boxes operated on a 
closed circuit, and were designed to work 
on direct current (DC), low voltage, and 
operated at 100 milliamps.64 One should 
have appropriate electrical expertise to 
make sure the all the components match 
and that insulators and connectors have not 
deteriorated or worn out. Some later punch 
registers and bells/gongs operated on alter-
nating current (AC) and 110 volts. Another 
possibility is a previous restorer/owner may 
have altered or retrofitted the components 
over time. The last thing one would want to 
have is a fire caused by an antique fire alarm 
system. Also be aware that if  you do alter a 
call box or components you may be affecting 
the provenance or historical importance of  
the fire service artifact.

CONCLUSION
Gamewell Company literature of  the late 
1800s, indicated that they were already 
pondering the historical significance of  the 
role of  fire alarm telegraph systems. 

  The loss of  a few minutes’ time after the 
discovery of  a fire often means the loss of  
thousands of  dollars’ worth of  property, 
and sometimes human life.65

  The history of  Fire Telegraph not only 
shows a rapid progress toward greater 
certainty of  operation, and a multipli-
cation of  the functions of  the apparatus 
to meet the demands of  19th century 
civilization, but every effort that science 
and ingenuity could apply has been 
brought to bear on the vital question 
of  saving minutes, and even seconds, in 
giving alarms of  fire, and in enabling the 
fire-fighting force to more quickly respond 
thereto.66

Dr, Channing, John Gamewell, and others 
had set out to use the newly emerging 
technology of  their day to address life safety 
issues by developing a system for prompt fire 
alarm initiation, rapid communication, and 
quick response. This was the forerunner of  
the enhanced 9-1-1 systems we see being 
implemented across the United States today, 
whereby we are using modern technology to 
successfully address life safety needs.

In establishing the fire alarm telegraph 
system and the response procedures it 
created, these visionaries inaugurated 
techniques that laid the framework of  the 
fire service’s operations today. Some of  the 

rudimentary protocols and terminology still 
remain in our fire service lexicon today.

Functional displays of  early fire alarm 
telegraph systems are highly valued by fire 
museums in being able to visually represent 
the important role these systems contributed 
to life safety and the development of  the 
operations and traditions of  America’s Fire 
Service. Even partial displays key the interest 
of  many visitors as to the historical signifi-
cance of  the old “red box on the corner.” 

The fire alarm telegraph has left a lasting 
legacy in the fire service through the termi-
nology and protocols that would lay the 
foundation of  early fire detection, communi-
cation, and rapid response. All this would be 
an important step in the continuing devel-
opment of  the operational procedures that 
have become a part of  the rich history and 
traditions of  the American Fire Service.

AUTHOR’S COMMENTS: 
The author wishes to recognize and thank 
the fire service personnel and organizations 
for their assistance in the development 

Continued on page 31.
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This year we had 54 departments 
represented and 81 personnel signed 

in to staff our Department for the 2022 
Missouri State Fair. The Departments 
include Holts Summit FD, Cole County 
FPD/EMS, Galt FPD, Southern Stone FPD, 
Pettis County FPD, Laplata FPD, Johnson 
FPD, Eureka FPD, Cosby-Helena FPD, 
Adair County FD, Osage FPD, Liberty FD, 
Butler FD, Randolph County Ambulance 
District, Olympia Rural FD, South Eastern 
Randolph FPD, Central Cass County FPD, 
Kirksville FD, Pattonsburg FD, Sullivan 
FD, Tri-County FPD, Wright City FD, 
Union FD, Chillicothe FD, Warrensburg 
FD, Squires Volunteer FD, Wellington-
Napoleon FPD, Savannah FD, Shelbina 
FPD, Northeastern Randolph FPD, Slater 
FD, Carrollton FD, Norborne FPD, Sweet 
Springs Ambulance District, Knob Noster 
FD, Lincoln Community FD, Kansas City 
FD, Ash Grove FPD, Gerald-Rosebud 
FPD, Kearney Fire and Rescue, NTA 
EMS Rescue, Concordia FPD, Madison 
West-Monroe FPD, Orrick FPD, North 
Central Carroll FPD, Inter-City FPD, AMR, 
Higginsville EMS, Richmond FD, Wieland 
FD, Shelby Community FD, Milan FD, 
Pettis County EMS, Independence FD, 
Holt Community FD. We could not operate 
our department without all the support we 
receive from the member departments of  the 
Fire Fighters Association of  Missouri.

EMS PROVIDER OF THE YEAR
Blake Rasmussen, Johnson County 
Ambulance District and Johnson County 
Fire Protection District

ROOKIE OF THE YEAR
Jake Stephens, Eureka Fire Protection District

JUNIOR DISPATCHER OF THE YEAR
James Jones, Calhoun Fire Department

JUNIOR DISPATCHER OF THE YEAR
Chastity Schafer, Southern Stone Fire 
Protection District

OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE 
AWARD
Brooke Herrin, Randolph County Fire 
Protection District

OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE 
AWARD
Blake Beahler, Cosby/Helena Fire 
Protection District

2022 AWARDS PRESENTED
By Larry Eggen, Public Information Officer

Missouri State Fair Volunteer Fire Department

OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE 
AWARD
Koty Davis, Cosby/Helena Fire Protection 
District

OFFICER OF THE YEAR
Dylan Honea, Southern Stone Fire 
Protection District

FIREFIGHTER OF THE YEAR
Jason Deitch, Carrollton Fire Department

OUTSTANDING SERVICE
Ed Daugherty, Chillicothe Fire Department

OUTSTANDING SERVICE
George Wright, Shelbina Fire Department

OUTSTANDING SERVICE
Larry Eggen, Johnson County Fire 
Protection District

Junior Dispatcher of the Year: Chastity SchaferOutstanding Performance Award:  
Koty Davis and Blake Beahler

Rookie of the Year: Jake StephensOutstanding Service: George Wright

Officer of the Year: Dylan Honea Outstanding Service: Larry Eggen
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Missouri State Fair Volunteer Fire Department

Outstanding Performance Award:  
Brooke Herrin

Outstanding Service: Ed Daugherty

Junior Dispatcher of the Year: James Jones

Firefighter of the Year: Jason Deitch

POSTER WINNERS
By Larry Eggen, Public Information Officer

MO State Fair Volunteer FD

Lydia Richardson is a 5th-grade student at 
Our Lady of Lourdes in Washington, MO.

Marissa Gildehaus, a 4th-grade student at 
Immaculate Conception in Union, MO.

Hannah Shiflett is a 1st-grade student at 
Grundy R-V in Humphreys, MO.

Zachary Artinger is a 3rd-grade student at 
St. Gertrude in Washington, MO.
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The Missouri State Fair Volunteer Fire 
Department celebrated 60 years of  

service to the Missouri State Fair and did the 
fire department ever shine! It was an honor 
to be the Fire Chief  and to work beside each 
and every person that volunteered their time 
to make the Missouri State Fair Volunteer Fire 
Department what it is…AWESOME! Without 
the members giving their time and the depart-
ments and vendors giving us the pleasure of  
using their equipment, we could not function. 
To each one that served or donated, thank you 
from me Robert (R.B.) Brown.

This year we had many new faces, which 
was fantastic. We asked everyone to make a 
list of  things they wanted to do or see while 
serving at the fair. The main things listed 
were that everyone goes home safely and has 
fun. My question to you rookies, did your list 
get filled? 

We had a few hurdles to jump with staffing, 
but we are a team and many stepped up to 
cover and help fill the void spaces with few 
glitches. With the new processes we used this 
year that got resolved and with the changes 
for next year’s process, it will be better and 
easier for all. 

When the department went into service at 
18:00 on August 10 it was a calm evening, 
but the next few days were a different story. 
On August 11 we responded to 32 calls. 
On August 12 we responded to 20 calls. 
On August 13 we responded to 37 calls. I 
was thinking this is going to be a busy fair 
then mother nature helped out with cooler 
weather and some rain and the calls did slow 
down. The department responded to a total 
of  167 calls. After 21:00 on August 21, the 
fair no longer provides courtesy rides so we 
provided a total of  80 rides.

The kitchen crew was outstanding. They 
feed us very well. Thank you for putting up 
with us. I hope your time with us was enjoy-
able and we enjoyed having you. We tried to 
make it easier on you after each meal with 
the cleanup.

The command staff, what can I say but, 
thank you! This fair was a very smooth 
flowing fair. It was all of  you that handled 
whatever had to be done and it was handled 
professionally.

And to all that received a Missouri State 
Fair Volunteer Fire Department Award 
congratulations on an outstanding job. As 
I mentioned everyone is a winner for the 
superior job they did. Thank you for what 
everyone did to make this year’s fair great.

FROM THE PEN OF THE CHIEF
By Robert “R.B.” Brown, Fire Chief, Missouri State Fair Volunteer FD

Make the Next 60 Years Even Better
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And finally, I want to 
say thank you for the 
very nice helmet front 
I received. It was very 
touching to get such 
a gift but what was 
so heartwarming was 
when the commis-
sioners appointed me as 
next year’s Fire Chief. 
The group reaction was mind-blowing. I 
say thank you to members, command, and 
commissioners. Thank you for another year 
and let’s make year 61 better than the last. 
Next year’s fair will be August 10-21. Hope 
to see you next year.

Please fill out the survey soon so we can 
make the next 60 years even better.



It was July 1975 when a cave-in at a 
construction site in Southeast Savannah 

claimed the life of  25-year-old David M. 
Thompson, according to The Savannah 
Reporter archives. He was working in an 
11-foot-deep trench at the time of  the 
accident.

He was the owner-operator of  Thompson 
Plumbing in Savannah and was working 
in the trench when the walls caved in on 
him. Witnesses stated that other workmen 
attempted to free Thompson for nearly an 
hour.

During May, 20 firefighters from 
surrounding departments as far away 
as Lee’s Summit, Missouri, gathered in 
Savannah for a 16-hour trench rescue 
training course, preparing for the possibility 
of  such an accident happening again. The 
course was taught by Kristian Lockridge, the 
lead instructor for the Kansas City, Missouri, 
fire rescue unit.

Digging trenches for all kinds of  construc-
tion activities is commonplace, but accidents 
happen. Practice shows that trench rescue 
is one of  the most dangerous operations for 
emergency responders. This involves shoring 
up the sides of  an already unstable trench 
and digging out a trapped worker.

This operation is a race against time. Once 
a victim’s location is identified, the next task 
is to position boards with pneumatic braces 
to form a wall to hold the earth away from 
the victim. Rescuers operate under the belief  
that a victim may be inside an air pocket 
that is sustaining life.

Lt. Tom Sontheimer, a training officer with 
the Savannah Fire Department, said the 
purpose of  the class was to get direction 
on what they should do for a trench rescue, 
particularly what hazards to avoid. Most 
importantly, those attending learned how to 
be safe and avoid becoming a victim them-
selves during such a rescue operation.

Funding for the class came from the 
Missouri Division of  Fire Safety and the 
University of  Missouri Fire and Rescue 
Training Institute. “We’ve been blessed to 
have a good relationship with the Division 
of  Fire Safety,” he said.

TRENCH RESCUE TRAINING
By Savannah Fire Department

A Race Against Time
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As time passes, we find ourselves thinking 
about what could have been, or what 

we should have done. I hate procrastinating, 
but I find myself  doing it all too often. I 
have said for years I was going to hunt as 
much as possible during the Fall and Winter 
seasons, but I do not spend as much time 
in the woods as I’d like to. In true fashion, 
I’ll say that I am going to do it, but I don’t 
take the time. I find myself  watching way 
too many hunting videos from The Hunting 
Public! Although I don’t like procrastinating, 
but I find myself  doing it all too often when 
it comes to me. I love being in the woods, as 
I find it revives my mental health. More on 
mental health shortly!

Although being in the great outdoors is fun 
and adventurous, there are incidents we face 
during hunting season and the colder weather. 
It seems hunting accidents are increasing or 
at least the calls we get for them appear to be 
on the rise. My family has enjoyed hunting for 
years and have been fortunate enough not to 
experience a hunting accident. With that said, 
it only takes one mistake for the situation to 
turn catastrophic.

With the fast-approaching seasons, there 
are simple things we can do to help prevent 
these types of  incidents. A few suggestions 
for the hunting season:
• If  hunting alone, know your surroundings.
• Make sure someone knows where you’re 

hunting and when you are going. I tend 
to leave the house with someone, but I 
mostly hunt alone. My wife says I talk too 
much while hunting. With the world of  
technology, when it works, we only need 
approximately thirty seconds to ‘phone a 
friend’ prior to the adventure.

• Check the weather and dress accordingly. 
• Take some food and water-you never 

know when that three-hour hunt will turn 
into an all-day hunt.

• Pack some hand and feet warmers. I pack 
an extra pair of  socks because there is 
nothing worse than wet cold feet.

• Add a small first aid kit to your pack, as it 
could come in handy.

• It never hurts for the tree stand users to 
take and use a safety harness.

Josh Loyd 
Assistant Director

District
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I find that I overpack, until the temperature 
suddenly drops after I wake up from my nap. 
Remember, the colder weather mixed with 
wind and other lovely Fall weather allows 
for our body temperature to drop quicker. 
Preparation and communication can save 
your life.

I mentioned earlier there would be more on 
mental health. Sadly admitting, at the begin-
ning of  my career, I always thought I would 
be able to control the feeling and emotions 
endured in the EMS and fire service. I 
believe I felt this way because I thought it 
was just part of  what we do. As time went 
on, I found it became harder and harder 
to control both my feelings and emotions. I 
pride myself  on giving my patients the best I 
have, but at times, your best could be better, 
and you don’t even know it. I’m a person 
that reviews almost every aspect of  the call 
during, and once it is completed.

You will meet those individuals that no 
matter how bad the incident is, they appear 
to be fine. They may appear to be fine 
physically, but it does not mean they are not 
feeling or having emotions related to the 
incident. Everyone deals in their own way.

As leaders, I do find it to be our responsibility 
to pay attention to our people and making 
sure we are watching for everything we can. 
My mission is to help where I can, even if  
it means just listening to someone off load 
some feeling, emotions, or maybe even grief.

Long ago, when I started in the profession, 
you were not strong if  you needed help. 
There were people that talked about you, 
and you were labeled. I would love to feel we 
have moved past that nonsense. However, 
one will always think about what it will do to 
their reputation or character prior to seeking 
the help they may need.

If  I’m being honest, you must be honest with 
yourself. You will not be able to endure a 
lengthy experience of  depression or ill state 
of  mental health before something prevent-
able happens. Once I realized this profession 
comes with much more, and seldomly 
heroism, I made things uncomfortable for 
myself. First, I would make sure my mental 
health was in a healthy place. Then, I would 
become an advocate for those needing help. 
I am not a counselor or psychiatrist, nor do 
I claim to be, but at times we all need help. 
I’ve stated this before, if  anybody needs help, 
all you have to do is call. Many people try 
to pay attention and reach out to others, so 

they don’t have to endure a phone call, but 
we are all human and knowing things 100% 
of  the time is unrealistic. There will never be 
judgment passed, conversations with others 
about you, or that awkward feeling that you 
should have never reached out.

There are many resources in Missouri for 
those who need help. Most departments 
have resources as part of  their benefits, or 
at least know how to find help for those in 
need. Most of  these are confidential until 
you make it known.

Let’s continue to do each other a favor and 
be there for one another. Again, if  you need 
anything, I am here.

In other notes, I heard the State Fair was a 
success with call volume being lower than 
normal. I view this as a good thing! It allows 
for more training and getting to know each 
other better. Thank you all for your time 
spent at the fair.

As part of  Martinsburg Fire Protection 
District, we thank the FFAM for the $2,500 
grant towards communications. As a small 
department, we appreciate the stewardship 
towards the Missouri fire and EMS service.
Please stay tuned for a date announcement 
for the 2023 Convention being held in 
Springfield, Missouri. As soon as informa-
tion is learned, we will pass it to all of  you. I 
believe it will be a great convention as lots of  
hard work is already being put towards it.

Please stay safe and enjoy your time. I 
look forward to seeing you at some of  the 
upcoming events.
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TEACHING AN OLD DOG NEW TRICKS

Greetings from District 11! As I sit here 
writing this article, the Missouri State 

Fair is winding down, and we at the State 
Fair Fire Department are already making 
preparations for next year. After all these 
years, 17 I think, it still amazes me how it all 
comes together so well. Given the fact that 
we all come here from various parts of  the 
state with many different ways of  doing the 
same job. We train together and learn from 
each other as we share the way we each do 
things back home in our own departments.

You’re never too old to learn. How many 
times have you heard that? About a year 
ago, Carrollton Fire Department, where I 
also volunteer, announced that they were 
going to offer an in-house Firefighter 1 and 
2 course and asked if  I would like to sign up 
to take it. I think my reply was, “I’ve been 
doing this for 30 years! Why would I bother 
with that?” I tried to talk myself  out of  it 
with the justification that I’m too old. Well, 
when the class started in January, I found 
myself  in class amongst some very young 
men of  18 to 20 somethings. So, there I 
attended right alongside those young men 
at the ripe old age of  51. The knowledge 
that I gained was amazing. Yes, a lot of  the 
lessons I did already know, but I learned a 
lot of  new things, too. I’m not going to lie 
though, the practicals and repetitious drills 
were probably the hardest things I’ve ever 
done. I would definitely recommend taking 

this course at a much younger age. But 
here it is eight months later, and I am now 
newly certified in Firefighter 1 and 2, and in 
hazmat awareness and operations.

So, absolutely you can teach an old dog new 
tricks, and you’re never too old to learn. As 
cliche’ as that sounds, it is definitely the truth. 
I wish more would have the attitude of  always 
trying to better themselves so in turn it betters 
their department. Aren’t we in the business 
of  helping our communities in their times of  
need? So we need to keep up to date with the 

latest and most improved ways of  doing our 
jobs. The old attitude of, “well that’s the way 
we’ve always done it,” doesn’t mean it can’t 
be improved. So, my challenge to you, keep 
learning. Don’t quit, and if  you’re an “old 
dog” like me, keep on keeping on!

As alway, if  there is anything I can do 
for your departments as your Director by 
attending an event or whatever the need, 
I would love to represent the FFAM by 
attending. Give me a call (660-542-4062). 
Until then, Stay Safe.

VISIT THE NEW ONLINE STORE 

MOFireFighterMemorial.myshopify.com
All proceeds support the Missouri Firefighter Memorial Foundation

FOLLOW US AT FACEBOOK.COM/MOFIREMEMORIAL/
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Two past Directors of  the University of  
Missouri Extension’s Fire and Rescue 

Training Institute (MU FRTI) have been 
awarded the National Fire Heritage Center’s 
2022 Benjamin Franklin Writer’s Silver Award for 
outstanding contribution to preserving the 
written history of  America’s Fire Service. 
Past MU FRTI Directors David E. Hedrick 
and Kevin D. Zumwalt teamed with Ken 
Willette, Executive Director of  the North 
American Fire Training Directors (NAFTD), 
to research and author the NAFTD 2021 
Administrative Survey Report on United States 
and Canadian Fire Training Systems. 

David Hedrick served as MU FRTI’s 
Director from 2007 until his retirement in 
2017. Hedrick has been involved in fire and 
emergency services for over 40 years, begin-
ning his career as a Firefighter/EMT. He is 
the former Director of  Fire Service Training 
with the Tennessee Fire & Codes Academy, 
and a former Assistant Director at the LSU 
Fireman Training Program. He was elected 
Vice President of  the NAFTD, and served 
two terms from 2009 to 2013. Hedrick was 
inducted into the National Fire Heritage 
Center (NFHC) Hall of  Legends, Legacies, 
and Leaders (HLLL) in 2018. 

Kevin Zumwalt began his fire service career 
as a volunteer with the St. Clair (MO) 
Fire Protection District in 1975, and 
later served with the Mehlville 
Fire Protection District in 
St. Louis County. He 
began working with 
MU FRTI in 1984 
as a part-time 
instructor and 
then Coordinator 
for the Winter 
and Summer 
Fire Schools. He 
became a full time 
Specialist in 1994 
with Extension. 
He was promoted to 
MU FRTI Associate 
Director in 2013 and 
then to Director in 2018, 
serving until his retirement in 
2020. Zumwalt also served at the national 
level as the State Co-Chair of  the National 
Fire Academy Training Resource and Data 
Exchange during his tenure. 

MU FRTI, a premier unit of  MU Extension, 
has an 89 year history of  serving the 
training and educational needs of  Missouri’s 
firefighters and emergency service first 
responders, along with students from across 
the United States. The NAFTD is an 
international organization that promotes the 
common interests of  providing quality fire 
training and education for firefighters, and is 
comprised of  State Fire Training Directors 

of  each of  the fifty states and all Canadian 
provinces and territories.

One of  The National 
Fire Heritage Center’s 

purposes is to help 
preserve the history 
of  America’s 
time-honored fire 
service. Currently 
the archive library 
has over 15,000 
cataloged docu-
ments which serve 

as major historical 
value. Benjamin 

Franklin, the father of  
America’s Fire Service, 

left a vast legacy of  literary 
works. He encouraged writers to “go 

on record” as to their beliefs, observations, 
and support of  public and private initia-
tives. Through the Benjamin Franklin Fire 
Writer’s Award, the National Fire Heritage 
Center encourages today’s fire service 
writers to continue the tradition.

The NFHC 2022 Benjamin Franklin Writers 
Award recognizes Gold, Silver, and Bronze 
winners for their contributions to preserving 
diverse aspects of  America’s Fire Services. 
The winners for 2022 were:

Gold winner was Harvey Eisner: WTC In 
Their Own Words.

Silver winners were Ronny 
J. Coleman: Alpha to 
Omega, Ken Willette/
David Hedrick/
Kevin Zumwalt: Fire 
Training Directors 
Survey Report, and 
Keith Seafield/Michael 
Pack: History of  the Chicago 
Fire Brigade.

Bronze winners included Elliot Paisner: 
Dr. John L. Bryan: Pioneer and Professor 
in Fire Protection Engineering Article, 
Collen Morton Busch: Fire Monks, and 
Rodney Slaughter: Tradition and Progress: 
California Fire Technology Directors’ Beliefs 
and Values.

For more information on the NFHC and the 
Benjamin Franklin Writers Award contact:
Dr. Carey D. Waddell, NFHC Benjamin 
Franklin Writers Award Committee Chair 
at carey_waddell@outlook.com or Dick 
DeVore, NFHC Archivist at archivist@
fireheritageusa.org.

MU FRTI ALUMNI RECEIVE AWARD
By University of Missouri Extension Fire and Rescue Training Institute

National Fire Heritage Center

Kevin ZumwaltDavid Hedrick



Amoret Fire Department

Barnard Fire Protection District

Blairstown Fire Department

Bolckow Fire Protection District (Bolc)

Browning Volunteer Fire Department (Brow)

Cedar County Chapel Hills Fire Protection District (Ceda)

Chamois Volunteer Fire Dept

Clarkton Fire Department (Clar)

Clifton City Fire Department (Clif)

Crane City Fire Department

Crocker Rural Fire Protection District

Deepwater Volunteer Fire Department

Drexel Community Fire Protection Association (Drex)

Duke Rural Fire Department (Duke)

East Lynne-Gunn City Fire Protection District

Everton City Fire Department

Everton Rural Fire Department (Evtr)

Foster Volunteer Fire Department

Gilman City Fire Protection District

Green Township Fire Protection Dist. #40666

Hamilton Fire Department

Houstonia Fire Department

Hume Fire Department (Hume)

Jackson Township Fire Protection District

Jameson Fire Protection District

Jerico Springs Fire Protection District

King City Fire Protection District

Knox City & Rural Fire Department

Lake Creek Fire Department

Laredo Fire Protection District

Leasburg Community Volunteer Fire Department

Lemons Rural Volunteer Fire Dept

Locksprings Fire Dept

Louisburg Comm Fire Prot Assoc. Inc. (Loui)

Mc Fall Fire Department

Medicine Creek Fire Protection District

Mercer Fire Protection District (Merc)

Montrose Fire Dept (Mont)

New Cambria Volunteer Fire Department

New Hampton Fire District

Northwest Holt County Fire Protection District

Spickard Fire Protection District

Taberville Volunteer Fire Department

Tuscumbia Fire Protection District (Tusc)

Union Township Fire District

Vandalia Fire And Rescue (Vand)

West Republic Fire Protection Dist

Wyaconda Rural Fire Department

Yellow Creek Fire Protection District

York Township Volunteer Fire Department

OVERDUE DEPARTMENTS!
The following Missouri fire departments are 
overdue for their 2022 fire department registration. 
Registration is due by March 1st each 
year. Please contact Eric Hartman, 
Statewide Fire Mutual Aid Coordinator-
Division of Fire Safety, to bring your 
agency current with this annual 
statutory requirement. (573)751-1601

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI EXTENSION FIRE AND RESCUE TRAINING INSTITUTE

LAKE OF THE OZARKS NOVEMBER 4-6, 2022

REGISTER NOW @ MUFRTI.ORG
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As I am writing this I have just left the 
Missouri State Fair Fire Department, 

after working a couple of  days for the EMS 
operations. My experience with the fair was a 
good one. I applaud Chief  RB Brown and his 
command staff for putting on a great fair and 
making our new people feel welcome. The 
department ran, I believe around 163 calls 
for the fair for a average of  16.3 calls per day. 
The department had a lot of  new faces this 
year with 53 departments represented.

The department celebrated its 60th 
Anniversary. Yes you heard that right 60 
years. The department on the first Saturday 
hosted a retiree day for all the people 
that started the Missouri State Fair Fire 
Department. Some of  the retirees that 
attended were Smokey Dyer, Larry Pratt, 
Charlie Neubert, Don Whilmesher, Past 
President Kenny Hoover, Bill Westhoff, Jim 
Casey and Jim Henry. It was a pleasure as 
your 2nd Vice President to shake hands with 
these retirees and to hear the stories of  how 
the department started and what it is today. 
Thank you, gentlemen, for what you have 
started it has not gone unnoticed.

Now on to the heart of  my article, as you 
have seen in the previous articles, I have 
spoke what is dear to my heart, women in the 
fire service and firefighter cancer. This article 
I am going to expand a little on the cancer 
front, I am going to talk about taking care of  
the one thing that protects us. Our PPE.

Turnout clothing represents an invest-
ment for the fire department, but more 
importantly it can be the difference 
between adequate protection and injury for 
firefighters. It was not so long ago that fire-
fighters prided themselves on heavily soiled 
and well-worn clothing as an indication of  
fireground experience. It was thought that 
the dirtier the clothing, the more seasoned 
the firefighter.

Fortunately, this attitude has changed. 
Keeping clothing clean and properly main-
tained is not only a way to extend the life of  
the clothing, but also the firefighter.

Specific procedures for care and mainte-
nance generally come from the clothing 
manufacturer. Nevertheless, it is up to the 
individual firefighter to be cognizant of  the 
condition of  his or her gear and keep that 
clothing clean and properly maintained.

Firefighters must become familiar with their 
clothing. This familiarity helps firefighters 
maintain a sense of  awareness when changes 
have occurred that might affect the cloth-
ing’s performance. NFPA 1851 indicates that 
gear should be inspected after each use and 
go through an advanced inspection at least 
once a year.

While NFPA 1851 permits the department 
to determine what constitutes “use,” it is 
important to carefully examine gear after 
the firefighter has been exposed to fire-
ground contaminants or encountered other 
hazardous substances.

Some damage will be obvious, such as 
discoloration of  the outer shell — often 
caused by high heat exposure resulting in the 
loss of  dye. Rips, punctures, opened seams 
and loose trim are obvious signs of  wear and 
tear, but several types of  damage may be less 
evident. For this reason, some departments 
will specify a means of  inspecting inside the 
thermal liner, moisture barrier combination.

However, even with the ability to examine the 
inner layers, not all failures are visual. The 
film of  the moisture barrier can delaminate 
or develop pin holes with or without visual 
changes and seam tape can come loose.

Similarly, damage can occur to some 
thermal barriers without any sign of  missing 
quilt stitching. Other changes can take place 
that cannot be discerned without testing.

The best practice for inspecting clothing is 
to look at its condition often and to take note 
of  any changes. If  you cannot determine 
where degradation or a harmful condition 
has taken place, it is best to show your 
clothing to your supervisor. NFPA 1851 
does provide field tests to help ascertain the 
condition of  the gear.

Firefighter protective clothing must be kept 
clean to ensure its proper performance. 
Dirty gear carries less insulation, is more 
likely to conduct heat and electricity, lacks 
liquid shedding properties and can become 

potentially flammable. Moreover, many fire-
ground contaminants are carcinogens and 
skin toxic chemicals.

Turnout clothing needs to be cleaned 
regularly to prevent these problems. Yet, 
improper cleaning can also destroy clothing 
or worsen its protective performance.

There are three types of  cleaning: routine, 
advanced and specialized cleaning defined in 
NFPA 1851. Routine cleaning is performed 
after any fireground use where soiling has 
occurred. It involves brushing debris from 
the clothing, rinsing it with water, and 
applying spot cleaning as necessary. It is a 
good idea to inspect the condition of  the 
clothing during routine cleaning.

Advanced cleaning is more thorough and 
must be done at least every six months or 
more frequently, depending on the use 
and condition of  the clothing. Advanced 
cleaning involves hand washing the clothing 
in a utility sink or machine washing.

In either case, proper procedures must be 
followed. Machine washing is best done in 
a front loading washer/extractor to limit 
damage caused by top-loading machine 
agitators.

Proper drying is equally important. As 
turnout clothing is thick and bulky, drying is 
slow. Nevertheless, machine drying at high 
settings will quickly ruin this clothing, even 
though rated for high-temperature use. If  
machine drying is selected, be sure to use a 
no heat setting.

It is best to hang clothing for air drying 
inside and away from direct light, especially 
sunlight. The UV radiation in sunlight 
breaks down some of  the fibers in turnout 
clothing. Drying time can be reduced by 
using a fan with heated air over the clothing.

In some cases, clothing can be contaminated 
by chemicals or blood-borne pathogens. 
When this occurs, the turnout clothing must 
go through a specialized cleaning, which will 
be covered in a future column. Many depart-
ments also use contract facilities for cleaning 
their clothing.

Turnout clothing can only be repaired by 
a facility that has experience in repairing 
turnout clothing or by consultation with 

Grant Oetting

A Message From The 2nd VP Cleaning PPE
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Cleaning PPE

the manufacturer. Here again, NFPA 1851 
provides some guidelines for field repair and 
strongly suggests that any outside repair 
facility be recognized by the clothing manu-
facturer and uses the proper materials for 
any repairs.

Improperly repaired clothing can be unsafe, 
potentially resulting in failure. Always check 
with the manufacturer before any repair.

Proper storage is a must for maintaining 
turnout gear. The space should be away 
from direct light, especially sunlight, 
contaminants and objects that can physically 
damage clothing.

The space should also be well ventilated. 
Never store firefighter clothing in living 
quarters or at home

Deciding when clothing must be removed 
from service is difficult and requires the 
judgment of  experienced persons. The 
general rule of  thumb is that clothing should 
be retired when it’s considered unsafe, 
cannot be effectively cleaned or decontam-
inated, or the cost of  repairs is more than 
half  of  the original purchase price.

The lifespan of  protective clothing is entirely 
dependent upon the types of  exposures, 
frequency of  wear and the care and mainte-
nance that has been provided. However, the 
service life of  turnout gear can be drastically 
cut short — as short as two to three years 
— if  it is heavily used, worn or improperly 
maintained. 

Here is some things to consider during a 
routine and advanced inspection of  your PPE
• Conduct a routine inspection of  garments 

after each use. Look for:
• Soiling
• Contamination
• Physical damage
• Damaged trim
• Damaged closures and hardware

At a minimum, conduct inspection every 
12 months or whenever routine inspections 
indicate that a problem may exist. Advanced 
inspection areas include:
• Moisture barrier and seam sealing 

integrity
• Fit and coat/pants overlap
• Seam integrity including broken or 

missing stitches

• Material integrity for loss of  strength due 
to UV or chemical exposure

• Loss or shifting of  thermal liner material
• Wristlet integrity and functionality
• Reflective trim and Velcro integrity, 

attachment and functionality
• Label integrity and legibility
• Liner attachment systems
• Closure system functionality

While cleaning your PPE perform the 
following steps after each use.
• Brush off debris
• Rinse with water
• Lightly scrub item with soft bristle brush, 

if  needed
• Spot clean, if  needed
• Inspect item
• Clean again as necessary

As least every 6 months, subject clothing to 
more through cleaning, precautions include
• Examine manufacturer’s label
• Do not use chlorine bleach or chlorinated 

solvents
• Use cleaning solutions with a pH range of  

not less than 6.0 and not greater than 10.5
• No high-velocity water jets such as power 

washers
• Clean and decontaminate protective 

ensembles separately from non-protective 
items

• Where shells and liners are separable, 
clean and decontaminate those items with 
like items (i.e., shells with shells and liners 
with liners)

If  you are a department that cant afford a 
PPE washing machine here is the procedures 
to use when cleaning in a sink.
1. Do not overload sink.
2. Pre-treat if  necessary.
3. Water not to exceed 105 degrees.
4. Add cleaning solution or detergent.
5. Wear protective gloves & eye/face 

splash protection.
6. Scrub gently using a soft bristle 

brush. Use care with moisture barrier 
assemblies.

7. Drain water from sink.
8. Refill sink; agitate gently using gloved 

hand or stir stick.
9. Gently wring out garments and drain 

water.
10. Repeat 7 and 8 until garment is rinsed.
11. Dry the elements.
12. Inspect and rewash if  necessary.
13. Rinse out sink.

For drying if  you are using air drying use 
these procedures
1. Place elements in an area with good 

ventilation.
2. Do not dry in direct sunlight.

If  you are a department that has a PPE 
washer follow these procedures,
1. Do not overload the machine.
2. Pre-treat if  necessary.
3. Fasten all closures, including pocket 

closures, hook and loop, snaps, zippers, 
hooks and dees.

4. Turn garment inside out and place in a 
mesh laundry bag.

5. Wash temperature not to exceed 105 
degrees.

6. Add detergent.
7. Run one complete cycle, rinsing at least 

twice.
8. Dry the elements.
9. Inspect and rewash if  necessary.
10. If  the machine is to be used for other 

than protective ensemble elements 
rinse out machine by running while 
empty through a complete cycle with 
120 degrees to 125 degrees water and 
detergent.

For Machine Drying procures,
1. Do not overload the machine.
2. Fasten all closures.
3. Turn garments inside out and place in a 

mesh laundry bag.
4. If  the dryer has a no-heat option, use it.
5. If  heat must be used, the basket 

temperature shall not exceed 105 
degrees.

6. If  heat is used, remove garments before 
they are completely dry.

I have now given everything you need to 
take care of  your PPE and yourself. If  the 
FFAM can be of  any assistance or your 
department would like the FFAM to attend 
your event, please reach out to us. My email 
is grant_oetting@yahoo.com or you can 
reach me by cell phone 660-229-4525, if  
I don’t answer please leave a voice mail 
and I will get back to you. As always it is a 
pleasure to serve you. Stay safe my brothers 
and sisters, until next time.
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CEDAR HILL FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICT PROMOTIONS

On September 12, 2022, the Cedar Hill Fire Protection District will be promoting Lt. Chris Guse, Lt. Jason Barton, and Lt. Dave Tegg 
to the position of  Captain. 

Chris Guse joined the department as 
a volunteer firefighter in 1998. He was 
hired as a full-time firefighter in 2002. 
Captain Guse will be assigned to Battalion 
A. His responsibilities include being the 
Fire District EMS and Medical Officer, 
assisting in the Fire Marshals office, and he 
is the current Shop Steward for the IAFF.

Jason Barton was hired as a full-time 
firefighter in 2010. Captain Barton will be 
assigned to Battalion B. His responsibilities 
include managing all fire hose, commu-
nications (radios, pagers, MDT’s), and 
assisting in the Fire Marshals office. 

Dave Tegg was hired as a full-time 
firefighter in 2011. Captain Tegg will be 
assigned to Battalion C. His responsibil-
ities include overseeing the Fire District 
water rescue program, Public Relations 
and Fire Prevention, pre-plans, and 
assisting in the Fire Marshals office.

FEATURE YOUR DEPARTMENT!
Fill out this form and submit it with a department photo and  
we will feature your department in an upcoming FFAM magazine.

YOUR NAME: ________________________________________ YOUR PHONE: _____________________

DEPARTMENT NAME: ___________________________________________________________________

DEPARTMENT ADDRESS: _______________________________________________________________

NUMBER OF VOLUNTEERS: ___________NUMBER OF PAID: __________ TOTAL MEMBERS: _______

IS YOUR DEPARTMENT FIRE AND EMS COMBINED?   c YES    c NO 

AVERAGE CALLS PER YEAR: __________________  AVERAGE FIRES PER YEAR: ________________

AVERAGE RESCUE/EXTRICATION CALLS PER YEAR: ________________________________________

AVERAGE MEDICAL CALLS PER YEAR (IF APPLICABLE): _____________________________________

YEAR DEPARTMENT ESTABLISHED:  _____________CHIEF: __________________________________

NUMBER OF ENGINES: __________________________NUMBER OF TANKERS: __________________

NUMBER OF RESCUE: _______________________NUMBER OF AMBULANCES: ___________________

OTHER APPARATUS: ____________________________________________________________________

Email this form along with a group photo, including names, or other department photos to 
ffammagazine@gmail.com. An online form can be found at www.ffam.org/news/newsletter.
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GRAM RETIRES 
AFTER 40 YEARS

Candy Gram began employment 
with the city of  Riverside on 

August 8, 1982 as a Communications 
Specialist, dispatching calls for our first 
responders. She became the Supervisor 
of  the Records and Communications 
Unit in 1987. During her 40 year career, 
she was instrumental to the growth and 

development of  the department. She was 
also very active in community events, and 
has served as the organizer of  the Annual 
Senior Dinner for many years. Today, 
we thank Candy for her 40 years of  
dedicated service to our community and 
wish her a very happy and well deserved 
retirement!

Around 
 the State

KNOB NOSTER FD RECEIVES FFAM GRANT

Knob Noster Fire Department receives 
an FFAM Department Grant to 

purchase new flashlights replacing flash-
lights that were over 15 years old.

TIPTON FIRE 
DEPT RESPONDS

Tipton Fire Department responded 
to a structure fire on July 8, 2022 

after a severe storm and downburst struck 
the area. Pictured is Firefighter Wayne 
Cleveland.



REQUEST FOR BIDS

ACCEPTING BIDS
The South Central Buchanan County 
Fire Protection District will be accepting 
bids for a new pumper truck. Bid closing 
is November 4, 2022. 

Contact firescbc@gmail.com for specifi-
cations and details.

Wow, you turn around and fall is here. 
This summer has been busy with the 

usual activities including the Missouri State 
Fair. I can not tell you what an experience 
you have had at the fair as a firefighter. You 
make lifelong friends and go back to see 
them every year. The training you have there 
with firefighters from different departments 
all over the state is always good. You never 
know what training will be or even where it 
will come from.

This fall is also busy with different training 
events. The Missouri EMS Funeral Response 
Team will be meeting October 14-16 at the 
Camden on the Lake Resort at Lake Ozark. 
If  you need more information about this 
please contact Greg Wright at 660-415-
7990. There is also a Taking Care of  Our Own 
class on November 3rd at Battlefield Fire 
Protection District in Battlefield. This is a 
free class held from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
The Missouri Funeral Team has a great need 
for more team members in 3 of  our 5 loca-
tions. This is a great chance to learn what 
goes on at a firefighter’s funeral and how you 
can help honor that person.

FALL IS HERE
By Larry Jones

There has been a lot of  activity outside of  
public view in terms of  on-going work 

with WSKF Architects in Kansas City, MO. 
We have finished up design development and 
they are now working with engineering for 
shop drawings which should be completed 
by the time you are reading this article. Next 
comes cost analysis with the assistance of  a 
general contractor which we hope to partner 
with this project. To date, all work courtesy 
of  WSKF Architects, the engineer and 
other work through their relationships has 
been provided at no cost to the Foundation. 
In that respect we are truly blessed to have 
found this highly supportive partnership.

In the next edition of  the FFAM magazine, 
we should be able to layout a complete 
reveal of  the interior design work that has 
been underway since May and provide a 
detailed description of  what we believe will 
be several unique functional elements of  
this Historic Preservation and Educational 
Center focused on the Missouri fire service. 
Unlike most fire service museums, our vision 
continues to be on an annual changeover 
and shifting of  display presentations each 
year. This will provide a new themed specific 
message each year so your annual return 
visit will see new items and history not previ-
ously presented. Carry over displays will 
be reimagined with new narratives of  their 
place in fire service history.

WSKF Architects has gone to great lengths 
in their creative abilities to bring visual, 
sound, touch and smell into this educa-
tional center experience. The multi-purpose 
theater design ranging from a high-tech 
classroom with up to 50 very comfortably 
seated (60 full) to a small group theater expe-
rience on a big screen. The video library of  
fire service history which we hope to create 
for the “Missouri Fire Service Theater” is of  

itself, extremely exciting. 

MUSEUM PROJECT REPORT
By Keith Smith

Finish This Project!

The design will also facilitate a small group 
or fire service organization reception area 
for special occasions. The design has also 
included volunteer support in having a 
small hotel style space and outside camper 
hook-up if  someone would prefer to bring 
their home with them. We are counting 
on volunteer support to assist with keeping 
the facility open and operating costs to a 
minimum. That said we are nearly ready to 
relaunch fundraising to its greatest emphasis 
than ever before, having 3-D finished designs 
of  each operational area of  the facility. We 
did realize it is difficult to imagine what 
could be from a single scale floor plan. 
Thanks to WSKF Architects, we now have a 
full color 3D graphic of  each area which we 
hope to leverage with corporations, orga-
nizations and thousands of  individuals in 
raising the money to: Finish this project!

Thank you, Terry and Diane Wynne in 
donating the Certified Angus Beef  that was 
raffled off at the Missouri State Fair this year 
with all proceeds going to the project. This is 
the second year that Terry and Diane have 
done this on behalf  of  the Foundation. We 
should know very soon what the proposed 
interior design/finish will cost given the 
large increase of  construction compared to 
two years ago versus our own estimations. 
If  needed, it will be from that point that we 
launch into phased construction which is 
build what you can pay for at increments 
of  time in order to keep progress moving 
forward.

Yes, things have seemingly been quiet for a 
while, but your Foundation did not spend 
that time doing nothing. I am truly looking 
forward and I am very excited to reveal on 
behalf  of  the Foundation the look, feel and 
unique operational elements of  your state 
fire service museum in the next edition of  
the FFAM magazine.

If  you need to contact me for questions or 
have ideas to share regarding the museum 
you can call me at 314-709-0760 or email 
keith.smith@warrenton-fire.org.
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Jackson Fire Department dedicated their 
newest Engine, 3313 on August 3, 2022. 

During the commissioning ceremony Engine 
3311 was decommissioned after 32 years 
of  service. Engine 3311’s last assignment 
was to use water from the booster tank to 
wash down the new Engine 3313 by Deputy 
Chief  Randy Davis.

The ceremony included a blessing by the 
Department Chaplain and those in atten-
dance wiping down the new engine with 
commemorative towels provided by the fire 
department. When the engine was wiped 
down it was pushed in to the fire bay where 
it will respond from.

Special awards were given to Deputy 
Chief  Randy Davis for 40 years of  service 
to the City of  Jackson. The Jackson Fire 
Department presented Deputy Chief  Davis 
with a custom helmet front. 

State Fire Marshal Tim Bean presented 
Deputy Chief  Davis with an award from the 
State as well. It was hard to keep the secret 

that honoring Deputy Chief  Davis 
was a part of  the ceremony, but it 
didn’t leak out. Congratulations to 
Deputy Chief  Davis on 40 years of  
service and still serving the citizens of  
Jackson. 

Engine 3311 has been donated to 
the Cape Girardeau Career and 
Technology Center to teach high 
school students firefighting. This is 
the first year for a new program in 
which students can obtain Firefighter 
1 and 2 certifications as well as 
Emergency Medical Technician 
training and licensing.

Joint trainings have continued in 
Cape Girardeau County. North 
County Fire Protection District, 
Fruitland Area Fire Protection 
District, Gordonville Fire Protection 
District, and Jackson Fire 
Department did a live fire training 
on July 18, 2022. Jackson Fire 
Department, Millersville Rural Fire 
Protection District, and Fruitland 
Area Fire Protection District 
conducted a live fire training on July 
25, 2022.

Thank you for all you do serving your 
communities and stay safe out there.

DEDICATION OF ENGINE 3313
By Rob Francis, District 12 Director

Honoring Deputy Chief Randy Davis
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As the summer of  2022 has proven to 
be one of  the driest in recent history, 

we would like to thank all fire service 
agencies, firefighters, and first responders 
in Missouri for their hard work and dedi-
cation to combatting recent wildfires that 
have plagued our state. During times like 
these, we here at the Division of  Fire Safety 
are committed to sharing information and 
to educate and remind our partners in the 
fire service of  what we all need to do to 
keep our communities and citizens safe. By 
minimizing the threat of  death, injury, and 
property loss. Which includes the dangers 
that wildfires present. There are several tools 
we have to assist in mitigating the threat of  
wildfires, one of  which is the issuance of  
burn bans.
 
The Division of  Fire Safety has fielded 
several calls and emails over the last couple 
of  months regarding the issuance of  burn 
bans. On July 28, 2022, the Division sent a 
message to all Missouri fire service agencies 
to remind them of  the processes for enacting 
burn ban orders and ordinances. As well as 
asking they share this information with their 
local municipal and county governmental 
bodies to ensure these burn bans are being 
issued appropriately, based on the type and 
authority of  each fire service agency. We 
wanted to take this opportunity, through the 
FFAM subscribers and readers, to extend 
the reach of  this message to ensure that 
everyone understands the role they play in 
these processes.
 
For municipalities and tax-based fire 
protection districts, the authority exists in 
statute, and the process is fairly simple. A 
municipality may consider enacting a burn 
ban under applicable laws, including their 

local charters and chapters 71 through 100, 
RSMo. A fire protection district, as defined 
in section 321.010, RSMo, may consider 
enacting a burn ban under the powers of  
the board, pursuant to RSMo 321.220(12). 
Burn bans under these authorities would 
be applicable within the city limits, or a fire 
protection district’s boundaries, respectively.
 
For a volunteer fire protection associa-
tion or a county commission the process 
is simple. However, there are a couple of  
additional steps that need to be taken. First, 
a volunteer fire protection association has 
no statutory authority to issue ordinances or 
orders. Should they desire or require a burn 
ban, they need to work with their county 
commission to do this with and for them. 
That being said, there is nothing to prohibit 
a volunteer fire protection association, or 
any other type of  fire service agency, from 
utilizing media campaigns. Social media, 
radio, television, signage, etc., or any other 
form of  communication reaching the public 
will advise them of  the dangers of  wildfires 
encourage people to be an active participant 
in fire prevention.
 
For a county commission, statutory authority 
for issuing a burn ban can be found in 
Section 49.266, RSMo. The full content of  
can be found at www.revisor.mo.gov. This 
section states upon a determination by the 
State Fire Marshal that a burn ban order 
is appropriate because of  an actual or 
impending occurrence of  natural disaster of  
major proportions that jeopardizes the safety 
and welfare of  the inhabitants, and the U.S. 
Drought Monitor has designated the county 
as an area of  severe, extreme, or exceptional 
drought, the county commission may adopt 
an order or ordinance issuing a burn ban.

What the Division has found over the 
summer is county commissions have enacted 
burn bans despite not getting a determina-
tion by the State Fire Marshal that it was 
appropriate, and/or enacted burn bans 
when not supported by the U.S. Drought 
Monitor, both of  which are required prior 
to enacting, adopting, or issuing a ban. We 
want to present this fact as a reminder to 
everyone that our office is required to be 
contacted prior to a burn ban being issued 
by a county commission.
 
We also receive several inquiries from the 
citizens in every part of  the State regarding 
burn bans where they live. There are 
occasions that we are aware of  burn bans. 
However, most of  the time we are not. We 
always ask they call their local fire service 
agency with these inquiries to ensure they 
get up-to-date information directly from 
the source. This said, when the Division is 
advised and/or determines burn bans are 
appropriate, we update our website for the 
public to find some of  this information. We 
do ask any county commission that enacts a 
burn ban through our office to also advise us 
of  when it is rescinded. If  we are not made 
aware of  this, we may be providing outdated 
and incorrect information. We also ask that 
fire officials keep track of  the burn bans in 
place to ensure they are still appropriate. As 
drought conditions improve and the U.S. 
Drought Monitor is at a level that would no 
longer support enacting a burn ban, it may 
be time to rescind it.
 
In all cases, municipality, fire protection 
district, or county commission, the Division 
of  Fire Safety recommends that you work 
closely with appropriate prosecuting 
attorneys so that any ban is enforced and 
supported. If  you have questions regarding 
your ability to enact a burn ban or the 
procedure to do so, we encourage you to 
contact your local counsel, such as your city 
attorney or prosecuting attorney.
 
If  you should find yourself  in the position 
that a burn ban is being considered by your 
agency and you have questions about this 
process, need additional guidance, or a 
determination of  whether a burn ban would 
be appropriate, please contact the Division 
of  Fire Safety at firesafe@dfs.dps.mo.gov 
or  (573) 751-2930. Thank you for all you do 
and please be safe.

ENACTING BURN BANS
By Matthew J. Luetkemeyer, Assistant State Fire Marshal

Missouri Division of Fire Safety
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SEVEN TRICKS FOR UNMASKING HALLOWEEN RISKS
This can be a spooky time of year with 
ghosts, witches and other characters. It’s 
also scary for homeowners and renters; the 
Property Casualty Insurers Association of 
America (PCI) warns that Halloween is now 
the number one day for insurance claims from 
vandalism. Damage to autos and property 
add up to $2.8 million from Halloween pranks, 
with the average cost per claim tagged at 
$1,660. With that in mind, here are seven 
common sense ways to keep your holiday fun 
and full of treats:

1. Park your vehicle in a well-lit area or in a 
garage

2. Lock vehicles, close windows and turn on 
alarms

3. Keep your property well-lit to discourage 
vandals

4. Don’t decorate with objects that can easily 
be thrown at your property

5. Don’t use expensive decorations that could 
be stolen

6. Use battery operated candles
7. Have a security system for your property 

and post signs alerting others

With children and others darting around in 
costumes, we all need to be extra vigilant too. 
Staying safe at Halloween isn’t much of a trick 
if you follow some simple tips. 

For Kids:
• Don’t trick or treat alone
• Use reflective tape on costumes
• Always cross at corners and cross walks, 

don’t run into roadways

For Adults:
• Make sure costumes are safe, made with 

fire resistant materials and don’t 
restrict vision

• Keep walkways and paths 
well-lit and clear of 
obstacles to avoid trick-or-
treater falls

• Have an adult accompany 
children under 12

• Inspect the candy and 
treats before your children 
consume them

• Drive slowly and look out for 
kids running across streets

• Don’t let any party guests who 
have been drinking drive home

For Pets:
• Keep treats and candy well away from pets
• Put overly sensitive pets in a separate quiet 

area
• Keep dogs on a leash and don’t let 

aggressive or over-exuberant dogs rush 
trick-or-treaters at the door

• Avoid costumes on pets that can cause 
stress and injury

Don’t put yourself in a scary situation when 
it comes to your vehicles and property. 
California Casualty can help unmask any 
potential Halloween insurance nightmares. 
Contact one of our advisors today to make 

sure your auto and home insurance is up to 
date, and you have enough liability and 
vandalism protection, at 1.833.989.3579, or 

visit www.readyforquote.com/katelyn.

Sources for this article:
https://www.safekids.org/tip/
halloween-safety-tips

https://www.aspca.org/
pet-care/general-pet-care/
halloween-safety-tips

This article is furnished by 
California Casualty, providing 

auto and home insurance to 
educators, law enforcement 

officers, firefighters and nurses. 
Get a quote at 1.833.989.3579 or www.
readyforquote.com/katelyn.

It was great to get a chance to see old 
friend and make new friends at this year’s 

convention. As I went around I was intro-
ducing myself  as your historian. I met a lot 
of  people who did not know I was Jack and 
Kay Asher’s daughter. Jack started collecting 
and storing the history of  our FFAM in 
their little side shed, then his basement as 
far back as I can remember. Dad passed and 
Mom became historian. As mom aged and 
just before she had to leave her home, she 
watched as all of  the items her and dad were 
the care takers for, being moved to 
Kingdom City, City Hall. 

It was a beautiful sunny 
day. So many fire fighters 
came out to move the 
history out of  her 
house. Bringing several 
trailers, and trucks, and 
the guys trying to figure 
how they were going to 
get the two big safes out 
without hurting anyone or 
to JUST get them out at all. 
They did. 

Mom was up on her porch watching 
the event with all of  her dear friends 
surrounding her. She didn’t want to see it 
go but knew she could not go down stairs 
anymore. It was a bitter sweet day, for her. 
She still gathered what history items came 
her way but we took it to Kingdom City 
now. In September 2020, Mom passed away, 
joining dad. Sometime later, I was asked to 
be historian, I accepted. 

For now we have the history of  our FFAM in 
a storage room in Kingdom City. I 

think this is sad. If  this offends 
you, I am not sorry. The 

FFAM is a great organi-
zation and some of  the 
greatest people I know 
belong to the FFAM. 
Our history needs 
to be on display and 
preserved with dignity 
in the manner in which 

it was kept by its original 

owners/events. We have the starts of  beau-
tiful building in which these said items would 
look great in and find their permanent 
home. We need to finish the Educational 
and Historical Preservation Center. 

I am asking for two things from our 
membership:
1. I am still collecting items that have 

historical value to Missouri or to the 
fire fighting service history. If  you have 
items please contact me at 636-357-
0939, or cox.theresa@att.net . 

2. I want to challenge everyone to watch 
and participate in events raising money 
for the Educational and Historical 
Preservation Center. Such as 60 for 60, 
etc. If  you have a fund raising event you 
have or want to do you can contact me 
also. 

My goal is to preserve our history and get it 
displayed. Who is with me?

PRESERVE OUR HISTORY
By Theresa Cox, Historian, FFAM Auxiliary

FFAM Auxiliary
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AUXILIARY MEETING MINUTES
Sunday, May 8, 2022  Washington, Missouri

Meeting was called to order by President 
Jessica Weisz at 9:02 a.m.

MEMBERS PRESENTS
Jessica Weisz, Norborne FPD; Kim Voss, 
Beaufort Leslie FPD; Carissa Thompson, 
Holts Summit FPD; Diane Wynne, Galt 
FPD; Theresa Cox, Wentzville FPD; Sheri 
Berendzen, Cole County FPD; Joni Fields, 
Paris RFPD; Ann Jones, Madison West 
Monroe FD; Missy Erdel, Little Dixie 
FPD; Robin Schrage, Jefferson R-7; Laura 
Peel, Southeastern Randolph; Christina 
Loyd, Martinsburg Area; Reta Smiley, 
Galt FPD; Nancy Ransdell, Madison West 
Monroe; Debbie Meyers, Concordia FD; Pat 
Peters, Washington Vol. FD; Jane Skornia, 
Washington Vol. FD; Bonnie Frankenberg, 
Washington Vol. FD; Kerry Holtmeier, 
Washington Vol. FD; Brittany Frankenberg, 
Washington Vol. FD; Cindy Frankenberg, 
Washington Vol. FD; Shelby Teter, North 
East Fire; Kim Peffermann, Washington 
Volunteer FD.

The meeting began with the Pledge of  
Allegiance. Voting procedures were explained 
by Joni Fields, Sergeant at Arms. Roll call 
of  the Auxiliary Departments present at this 
year’s convention was completed by Joni 
Fields, Sergeant at Arms. She reported we 
have thirteen departments present.

MINUTES 
Theresa Cox, Secretary/Treasurer read 
Sunday Convention meeting minutes dated 
May 15, 2021. Sheri Berendzen made a 
motion to accept the minutes as read. Missy 
Erdel seconded the motion, motion passed.

FINANCIAL REPORT
Theresa Cox, Secretary/Treasurer gave 
the financial report. We had a starting and 
ending balance of  the same amount. We 
had no income or expenses for the last 
month. She also gave a high light on the 
past year’s transactions of  what the auxiliary 
incurred. We donated $250.00 for the Stair 
Climb for Tim Bean at Jefferson City. We 
had an expenditure of  $149.90 for Zoom. 
Expenditure for $411.28 is for the tri-fold 
brochures we ordered to hand out at various 
events. She also reported the auxiliary got 
their EIN this year. 

The books were balanced by Diane Hanes, 1st 
Vice President and Sheri Berendzen, 2nd Vice 

President on Friday night May 6th this year, 
which they reported were in order. Ann Jones, 
Madison West Monroe FPD made a motion 
to accept the Financial Report as read, 
seconded by Christine Loyd, Martinsburg 
Area FPD, and the motion passed.

MEMBERSHIP
Sheri Berendzen, 2nd Vice President 
reported we have 117 members plus 11 
honorary members, a total of  128 members. 
She has reached out through text, emailing, 
or calling those who seem to have fallen off 
since COVID or the last three years to see 
if  she could get them interested again. She 
also reported we have four new members, 
Debbie from Concordia, Shelby from North 
Eastern Randolph, Sky from Savannah, 
and Kyler from Savannah join at this year’s 
convention. Welcome aboard; if  you need 
anything please feel free to reach out to any 
of  the officers.

CONTEST
Sheri Berendzen 2nd Vice President stated 
we had 5 teams this year and the games 
went very well. It was a beautiful day, 
and everyone had fun. There was a lot of  
cheering for all of  the teams. This year’s 
highlight was the German team of  fire-
fighters who played in the games with us. It 
made it very interesting; they were not used 
to our equipment at all. 

As they participated in a game they had to 
adapt to the equipment and game they have 
never played. They were true firefighters they 
did what they had to do to get the job done. 

LONG-STANDING MEMBERS UPDATE
Theresa Cox, Secretary/Treasurer read 
the list of  members who have maintained 
their membership and/or is an honorary 
members from 19 to 59 years. Twenty Eight 
(28) names were read. Eleven (11) of  those 
are honorary members. It was discussed 
there should be a few more names added to 
this list which Theresa will update. 

POSTERS
Some had to be disqualified this year due 
to the type of  paper that was used, please 
review the information from the FFAM 
Magazine to get the full details on poster 
contest rules. 

HISTORIAN
Carissa Thompson, Historian asked if  you 
have any great photos from the convention 
or any other event you want to share she will 
take them, identify who is in the photo, and 
when and where it was taken. 

There are multiple ways of  communicating 
or finding out what is going on with the 
Auxiliary: Fire Fighters Association of  
Missouri – Auxiliary @AuxiliaryFFAM, 
auxiliaryffam@gmail.com, FFAM Auxiliary 
Members Group, or call 573-821-5474. 
Encouraged each member to go into 
Facebook and the FFAM website, frequently 
to see what is going on or leave messages. 

Carissa addressed the membership about the 
use of  Venmo vs. PayPal. We need to have 
a way to accept payment in many circum-
stances such as dues, silent auctions, etc. It 
was suggested we check into Square before 
moving forward.

Jessica Weisz, President informed everyone 
the bi-monthly meetings are now starting 
at 10:00 a.m. starting immediately. This 
change was made for those living so far 
away from travel time to make the meeting. 

OLD BUSINESS
Reminder to everyone next weekend is the 
Memorial Service at Kingdom City, May 
14th and May 15th. 

President Jessica Weisz presents the 
“Resolution” to the Washington Auxiliary 
FD. She thanked the auxiliary for doing a 
great job in hosting this year’s convention. 
Several members stated how much they 
have enjoyed themselves, how great the 
silent auction was, it was well organized, etc.

WANT TO JOIN 
AUXILIARY?

Send your name, department 
affiliation, address and $5 dues to:

 Sheri Berendzen
 FFAM Auxiliary
 2314 Tanner Bridge Rd
 Jefferson City, MO 65101
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AUXILIARY MEETING MINUTES
Sunday, May 8, 2022  Washington, Missouri

Washington Auxiliary gave a recap of  their 
experiences hosting the convention and 
about the silent auction. 

BYLAWS
Joni Fields, Sergeant at Arms read the 
proposed Auxiliary bylaws. Jessica Weisz, the 
President, asked if  there were any correc-
tions, additions, or a motion to accept the 
proposed bylaws. Missy Erdel, Little Dixie 
FPD, stated, that under Secretary/Treasurer 
there is a typo error, (words were typed 
double times) that needs to be corrected. 

Reta Smiley, Galt FPD, with the correc-
tion stated, make a motion to accept the 
proposed bylaws as read; a second was made 
by Sheri Berendzen, Cole County FPD. 
Motion passed.

Jessica Weisz, President brought up the situ-
ation the current terms for existing officers 
put us out of  since for even year voting. 

This was due to extenuating circumstances 
due to COID and not having conventions. 
The group discussed the need for current 
officers to stay in office to get back on the 
even election cycle again. All officers were 
asked if  they would remain in their current 
office till 2024. 

They all replied, yes. Kerry Holtmeier, 
Washington Volunteer FD made a motion 
for all current officers will stay in office till 
2024 to get us back on an even election cycle. 
Sheri Berendzen, Cole County seconded the 
motion, the motion was approved. 

Reta Smiley, Galt FD made a motion to 
adjourn the meeting, second by Carissa 
Thompson Holts Summit FPD, motion 
passed. Meeting Adjourned at 10:37 a.m.

Respectfully 
Submitted by 
Theresa Cox, 

Secretary/
Treasurer.

Sunday, August 8, 2022  Sedalia, Missouri

Meeting was called to order at 9:57 am 
by 2nd Vice President Diane Wynne. 

MEMBERS PRESENT
Diane Wynne, Galt FPD, Theresa Cox, 
Secretary/Treasurer, Wentzville FPD, Joni 
Fields, Paris Rural FD, Carissa Thompson, 
Holts Summit FPD, Ann Jones, Madison 
West Monroe FD, Lachrissa Smith, North 
Central Carroll Co FPD, Debbie Meyers, 
Concordia FPD, Kathy Eggen, Johnson 
County FPD, via Zoom was Christina Lloyd, 
Little Dixie FPD.

OLD BUSINESS

MINUTES
Copies of  the last meeting minutes dated 
Sunday, May 8th, 2022 were handed out. 
After reading through them; the group was 
asked if  there were any corrections, addi-
tions, or deletions. One misspelled word was 
noted. Carissa Thompson made a motion 
to accept the meeting minutes as presented 
with the one correction as noted, Debbie 
Meyers seconded the motion, motion passed.

FINANCIAL REPORT
Theresa Cox reported the August financial 
numbers. She brought to light we have an 
expense for a hotel room that we never used 
during a recent event. She will work to get 
a credit for the room. Reminded everyone 
if  you have any expenses you need to save 
the receipts and give them to the Secretary/
Treasurer. Carissa Thompson made a 
motion to accept the financial report, 
seconded by Ann Jones, motion passed.

Keith Smith, from the Memorial 
Committee, joined our meeting to speak 
about the newest updates. The Foundation 
has come up with a design plan for the 
museum. His handout showed the layout of  
the inside. The Foundations plan is focused 
on Sight, Sound, and Texture. They are still 
looking for more funding to complete this 
project. After he left Theresa Cox who is 
also the FFAM Historian shared a blue shirt 
she received from a donor; it depicts what a 
fireman might have worn for a parade, dress 
shirt, or uniform.

PUBLIC INFORMATION (FORMERLY 
KNOWN AS HISTORIAN)
Carissa Thompson spoke about using 
“Square” or PayPal as our payment method. 
After some discussion, the topic was tabled. 

For a fundraiser, Carissa Thompson 
suggested we get a gift card and add a few 
other valuable items for a raffle. We can 
sell the raffle tickets at the Fire School and 
during the Convention, the winner is to be 
drawn at Convention. The group unani-
mously felt this was a great idea. 

NEW BUSINESS
The 2022 Stair Climb is on October 22nd, 
in Jefferson City again this year. Our sign 
has not been found so Lachrissa Smith will 
be making a new one for us.

A reminder of  the upcoming “BBQ Smoke 
Out” event is September 17th, 2022, starting 
from 11:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. It is in a new 
location this year at the Elk’s Lodge in 
Columbia. 

The State Fair Fire Department is cele-
brating 60 years this year. On Saturday there 
is a big celebration planned. 

Theresa Cox made a motion to adjourn 
the meeting, Ann Jones seconded, motion 
passed. The meeting was adjourned. 

AFTER THE MEETING  
ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Fire Marshal Tim Bean stopped by to chat 
with the auxiliary members. He shared 
a recent visit he had to the Mid West 
Children’s Burn Camp. 

As discussed in the past we have supported 
them, when now-deceased Pam Carsten 
would make a t-shirt quilt and raffle it off at 
the convention.

Charlie Peel joined us and informs us there 
has been no department requesting to host 
the 2023 convention to date. This could 
mean the State Fair Fire Department would 
host the convention. 

Talk of  having the convention in May or 
June possibly.



DATE  COURSE LOCATION CONTACT PHONE

09/16 Emergency Vehicle Driver Training Hartville Brian Jolley 417-741-7100

09/20 Certified Fire and Ambulance District Board Training Jefferson City Katherine Probst 314-591-5192

09/26 Pipeline Awareness & Education Program: Coordinated Response Exercise – CoRE Joplin PAM showmepipeline.com

09/27 Pipeline Awareness & Education Program: HSEEP Program Hollister PAM showmepipeline.com

09/28 Pipeline Awareness & Education Program: Coordinated Response Exercise – CoRE Cassville PAM showmepipeline.com

09/29 Pipeline Awareness & Education Program: HSEEP Program Springfield PAM showmepipeline.com

10/01 Large Vehicle Rescue Pomona Randall Dennis 417-293-0889

10/03 Pipeline Awareness & Education Program: HSEEP Program Lebanon PAM showmepipeline.com

10/04 Pipeline Awareness & Education Program: HSEEP Program Mountain Grove PAM showmepipeline.com

10/05 Pipeline Awareness & Education Program: HSEEP Program West Plains PAM showmepipeline.com

10/06 Pipeline Awareness & Education Program: Coordinated Response Exercise – CoRE Poplar Bluff PAM showmepipeline.com

10/08 Electric Vehicle Safety for First Responders Piedmont Earl Mumper 573-712-4685

10/09 Vehicle Fire Fighting Piedmont Nathan Stevens 573-287-3288

10/10 Pipeline Awareness & Education Program: HSEEP Program Cape Girardeau PAM showmepipeline.com

10/11 Pipeline Awareness & Education Program: HSEEP Program Caruthersville PAM showmepipeline.com

10/11 Emergency Vehicle Driver Training Jefferson City Jerry Blomberg 573-634-6401

10/13 Pipeline Awareness & Education Program: HSEEP Program Maryland Heights PAM showmepipeline.com

10/15 Fire Apparatus Driver/Operator: Mobile Water Supply Gordonville Tim Bleichorth 573-382-1553

10/15 Vehicle Rescue: Technician Monroe City Patrick Enochs 573-795-2681

10/15 Vehicle Fire Fighting Hurdland Thomas Boatman 660-216-0103

10/17 Pipeline Awareness & Education Program: HSEEP Program Rolla PAM showmepipeline.com

10/18 Gasoline Tank Truck Specialist Republic Lynn Morgan 417-872-6512

10/18 Pipeline Awareness & Education Program: HSEEP Program Linn PAM showmepipeline.com

10/19 Pipeline Awareness & Education Program: HSEEP Program Sedalia PAM showmepipeline.com

10/20 Pipeline Awareness & Education Program: Coordinated Response Exercise – CoRE Butler PAM showmepipeline.com

10/21 Fire Apparatus Driver/Operator: Core Potosi Randall Martin 573-604-1346

10/22 Vehicle Rescue: Technician Perryville Jeremy Mantz 573-517-1802

10/22 Vehicle Rescue: Technician Warrensburg RJ Corona 907-750-5303

10/24 Fire Apparatus Driver/Operator: Mobile Water Supply Potosi Randall Martin 573-604-1346

10/24 Pipeline Awareness & Education Program: HSEEP Program Kansas City PAM showmepipeline.com

10/25 Pipeline Awareness & Education Program: HSEEP Program St. Joseph PAM showmepipeline.com

10/26 Pipeline Awareness & Education Program: HSEEP Program Bethany PAM showmepipeline.com

10/27 Pipeline Awareness & Education Program: Coordinated Response Exercise – CoRE Chillicothe PAM showmepipeline.com

10/28 Vehicle Rescue: Technician Mountain View Stanley Murphy 417-247-7672

10/31 Pipeline Awareness & Education Program: HSEEP Program Moberly PAM showmepipeline.com

11/01 Pipeline Awareness & Education Program: HSEEP Program Mexico PAM showmepipeline.com

11/02 Pipeline Awareness & Education Program: HSEEP Program Kahoka PAM showmepipeline.com

11/03 Pipeline Awareness & Education Program: Coordinated Response Exercise – CoRE Kirksville PAM showmepipeline.com

11/04 Vehicle Rescue: Technician Vienna Mason Smith 573-612-9053

Upcoming MU FRTI Classes • For Details and Complete Schedule Visit: MUFRTI.org

Find Out More Online:

MUFRTI.ORGAs summer winds down we can all look 
forward to cooler temperatures and 

those fall dishes. I’m always ready for that 
first bowl of  chili!

We are busy getting ready for the annual 
Missouri emergency Services Instructor 
Conference. Once again it will be held at 
Camden on the Lake Resort at the beautiful 
Lake of  the Ozarks. Please mark your calen-
dars for November 4-6, 2022. 
We anticipate another great 
conference and we hope you 
take advantage for certifica-
tion or re-certification.

There is big news to share. We have identi-
fied a new director for the institute and he 
has accepted our offer. I won’t share all of  
the details but he has extensive fire service, 
including many years in Missouri, a lengthy 

history of  fire service training 
both in the private sector 
and at the state level. We 
are excited for him to lead 
FRTI to new places and look 
forward to his arrival at the 
first of  November. Stay Safe!

Director’s Comments

John Worden
Interim Director

MU Fire and Rescue Training Institute



NEW DELIVERY 
F550 Ford Crew Cab 4x4 Diesel Chassis. 40’” Super Single Tire and Wheel Package, 
Wireless Remote Control Front Winch, Blue Sea battery charger, Custom cab console, 
Dual booster reel configuration, Kubota D902-E4B 24.8HP 3 cylinder diesel pump engine, 
Waterous 2515LE pump, In-cab pump engine start and control, Common fuel system with 
chassis engine and pump engine, Front and rear ground sweeps with controls in the cab, 350 
gal water tank, Scotty foam eductor, 12-gallon foam cell
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